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Section 1
Hugging Network Business (Multilevel network

marketing or MLM)

Poem

Garden of ideas

As I sit under the fat-bony tree
Staring from the eyes of my spirit
I see the future open like a treeless street
With dark corners hiding many bleeding secrets

With a twist, I see the clouded business worlds
Where truths are hidden on ancient walls
And souls of dirty men in emergency wars
Their words as honest as diligent whores

My heart shouts out for some emergency
To learn the dynamics of life’s contingency
At the alter of my silent consistency
Where I win with positive lunacy

I need will, I know I need knowledge
And motivations like freshly prepared portage
Eaten in the valley of Wisdom’s cottage
Where toughness is my only courage
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I know about Nature’s Network
That is opposite my old-long foolish legwork
Like the ‘wise’ possessed with bountiful headwork
Full of empty and silly side talks

Standing on the threshold of goodwill
I tell all who love truth and God’s will
That Network business is the way to correct fat meal
But wait, you must know the secrets for real

No reality stands without security
No life progresses without love and animosity
No love flourishes without selfless generosity
No business yields millions without Network utility
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Chapter 1

The Concept of Network Business
Life is a network. Network is the greatest

principle of business success in life. Those who
understand and exploit the power of network stay ahead
of those who don’t understand it.

The formula used in the creation of the world was
that of network, hence the whole creatures were
associated (networked) in one way or the other. All
living things were related through the common
characteristics of life such as breathing, seeing,
hearing, feeling and so on. These characteristics ensure
the balance, interaction and co-existence among living
things. Non-living things were also networked with living
things through the power of network system. For
example, firewood is nothing but dry wood from trees,
and for humans to cook food, they use the dead woods.
This is an example of a network association that ensures
balance between living and non-living things.

Because of the power of network, the Creator has
been able to exercise control over all things. Therefore,
a technical understanding of network in human lives can
give us the power to control a particular societal niche
and receive the benefit associated with such control.
Hence, in building networks into our businesses, we are
replicating natural approaches to successful control.

The business purpose of all inventions is to
provide a common network tool that can give wealth to
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all those who understand and exploit the Network
systems behind the invention. For example, Thomas
Edison’s invention of electricity and modern Telephone
opened doors for innovative men who are now building
Network businesses through Communication. Thomas
Edison’s invention of electricity and subsequent works
done by men of similar inventive spirits make these
reigning Network businesses possible.

It is a known fact that most inventors do not
enjoy the financial benefit of their inventions. The
benefits usually goes to the men who, through pure
business acumen and creative thoughts exploit the
network possibilities opened up by the inventors.

The need for network in the societal system
cannot be over-emphasized. For instance, banking
industry is built totally on the Network systems.
Without Network systems, the banking industry would
not be able to function profitably. Also Television
broadcasting services are based on networking through
collecting and disseminating information to the
consumers whose utility is part of the network process.

It all depends on what you are networking.
Network business simply is professionally developing
links amongst people that will ensure a continuous flow
of information and consequently the products and cash
through the network that ensures fair compensation for
all the people involved in the network.

There are different kinds of Networking in the
business system today but I refer here to the latest
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system of marketing used by many Western companies
to distribute their products without much involvement
of the middlemen. The companies go into partnership
with consumers who use their products, share the
products with others and receive compensation from the
companies for sharing the products and the company’s
partnership opportunity. The opportunity is for others
with whom the consumers (distributors) come in contact
with to become fellow distributors in the company.

I enjoy giving practical facts instead of
conventional theories from formal educationalists.
Therefore, my simplest practical approach to Network
business is to learn as much as possible about a product
and the company, and look for people to give these
knowledge along with my personal philosophy towards
life and business. As I inform these people, I gradually
build a bond with them that makes them crave to do
business with me to reciprocate my giving.

Because the possibilities of making money
independent of a hovering boss looks very attractive,
most of these people sign-up with my company or buy
the products from me.

The richest business people in the world have
Network built into their businesses. They do this by
designing the best Network systems, good products and
ideas; and selling the ideas accurately to other people
who buy into them to empower themselves financially by
selling the ideas to others. Therefore, effective
Network businesses are known by their ability to
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present good Network system, products and selling
system to the market.

Within the concept of network business lies the
power of delegation, duplication and leverage. These are
the tools that make network business both profitable
and worthwhile.

Network business is one of the 21st century’s
secrets of amassing wealth. And the good news is that
any average person with determination can become rich
through Network business because it requires less
bottlenecked rules and more personal initiative. All a
person needs to do is to learn the basics and keep doing
them till he becomes an expert and consequently a
financially independent person.

It is important to note that Network business is a
kind of business that doesn’t take into consideration a
person’s academic background, working experiences,
family background, intellectual dexterity and huge
capital, rather it is a business a person can start with
little capital and experience and grow it into big and
successful business asset.

In this book, I make every effort to speak to
mortals like me who desire to create something out of
nothing. I mean people who are starting out in life
without huge capital. I am also speaking to people who
had taken advantage of the vision to open businesses
built on Network, and are looking for people who will
come into partnership with them. By this, I mean
individuals and companies that have the solid Network
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ideas but lack the human capital they know will facilitate
their growth. There are others who already have
systems that can make a distributor successful by
selling the company’s opportunity and the products. To
all these groups, I wholeheartedly assure that through
the concepts contained in this book, they can fulfil their
desires. This is the concept of Network business I wish
to bring to your notice first. And then I will expose you
to the secrets of creating real wealth through
Networking after you have acquired human and working
capitals from the conventional and experiential wisdom
contained in this book.

Remember, the essence of Network business is to
exploit and harness the power of leverage and residual
income. I will talk more about these important terms in
a subsequent chapter.
Before you take a leap into the next Chapter, let me
remind you that in Network business, you are in business
for yourself but not of yourself. You will have a
tremendous opportunity to earn from other people’s
efforts without directly employing and managing them.
In multilevel marketing, everybody is his or her own
boss. Nobody works for another.

Network business is one of the easiest means of
becoming rich in business. Through this type of
business, a person can be able to build business assets
based on network that can last for a very long time. And
the issue of job security and retirement security are of
minimal importance, since you are your own boss and
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determines how much you earn through your effort. A
person who diligently and effectively involves network
business for 4 to 6 years will have no doubt or fear
about his or her financial security because the
cumulative and progressive income will leave enough pay
and testimonies in his or her mind.

So let us together lay the foundation for our
business assets, one block at a time.
The book you have in your hand can do 4 major things
for you:

1. It can serve as a handbook for a person who is
a distributor or partner to an already existing
Network business.

2. It can help a person in private business to
build Network into his business so as to enjoy
the huge benefits of residual income and
power of leverage.

3. It can also serve as a business book guide for
people who are talented but lack the
marketing ability to sell their talents at a very
good prize.

4. It can also serve as a motivational and
informative tool to you since there are
chapters that are clearly motivational.

There are other people like students who are still in
school, struggling to get formal education; to them this
book will provide financial knowledge which is the only
kind of knowledge that can make a person truly rich. It
should also be noted that the principles in the book are
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value-based financial principles for students and other
youths who are still forming their values.

The civil servants are the next people that need to
understand the route to successful business life and
how they can expand their income base. To this group,
this book would become an eye-opener.

What of the people without much education? I mean
people who did not have opportunity to go to college or
university. I want them to understand that formal
education is not a prerequisite to financial success. All
they need to understand is how to make money work for
them not working for money. With this understanding,
they should strive to learn the common habits,
attitudes, philosophy and ideology of the rich while
developing the right mindset through mental and
physical work. All these learning do not need much
formal education or general knowledge. This book offers
down-to-earth ideas on how to make money work for you
despite your level of literacy.

Successful people are everywhere and they speak
different languages. If you are not too academically
sound, all you need to do is: approach these successful
people, ask questions and get directions from their
answers. Let the people without much formal education
take consolation in the fact that 90% of the richest
people on earth did not have much formal education
before they made their fortune.

Money is all about ideas. With the right ideas, money
will not know how academically sound you are, it will
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simply come to you. Financial success is nothing but
ideas plus right actions. Therefore, the illusion people
call money is nothing but a mental limitation tool that
some dubious people use to enslave others. After all,
carrying these papers we call money about is never part
of the very big transactions in millions. They simply sign
papers.

Any person or book that is capable of helping you
generate the right financial ideas is your money. And
the more of these ideas you can generate, the more
money you can have.

This book is targeted at helping you start up on idea
generation and potential actions that can turn your ideas
into their physical financial equivalence.

My Experience as a Network marketer

I joined my first network business with nothing
but ‘an idea that this thing can work’. I first learnt to
communicate to people, since I was a very careless
communicator. People’s feelings meant nothing to me
before I came into the business. Then I learnt my first
lesson when I looked around and discovered that I didn’t
have any functional relationship that could be of help to
me in network business. It was so disheartening that I
vowed to always tell people the importance of making
and servicing relationships.

Network business is a business of people. At
first, I thought I didn’t know enough people to join me
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in the business since my promotion and compensation
depend to a good extent upon the number of people who
join the company through me.

One day, I was battling with the problem of the
people to recruit into my business when one of my
‘upliners’ made this statement, “everybody knows people
that others don’t know.” This statement changed my
outlook to network business. I understood that most
people need extra income, and if presented properly,
they would grab the opportunity. With this, I made a
huge success in my business that I was surprised with
the growth.

The good news is that when you join a network
business, there will always be people whom you know
that others don’t know. These people should become
your first network recruits.

The next problem I encountered in my business
was the problem of teamwork. As my network expanded,
I discovered that my role as a network marketer was
expanding also. I had to deal with a lot of people who
depended on me for information and direction for their
business. In a way, I was happy because this gave me an
opportunity to have lots of friends who were happy
because of the benefits they got in the business. It was
a challenge that showed how poor I was as a leader. All
my life, I had always thought of ways to take care of
myself, without thinking much of others. I took the
challenge and before long, I became an enviable leader
in the company. I worked on my attitudes, my speech,
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my tolerance, my coordination, my love and respect for
others and myself. I looked at the people who were
doing well in the company and saw their habits. I learnt
these habits and applied them in my business approach.

Looking back now, I see that what sustained me
those early days was my passion for the business. I was
so passionate about the business that I spent most of
my idle moments fantasizing about the business. Passion
is the currency of the rich. They spend passion while
they invest their money. On the contrary, the poor
spend their money and misuse their passion.

Network business is good because when you begin
to earn money, the money will keep coming whether you
are up or down. I remember stepping aside from my
first network business for a year and coming back to
meet a business that has recorded over 600% growth.

When I started my network business I was a
total novice to this kind of business. I depended on
intuition to solve most of the problems I encountered.
This difficult beginning made me to develop lots of
strategies. Some of these strategies worked for me and
brought me huge profit. These are the stratagems I will
be sharing with you throughout the book. Remember, my
knowing very little about the business did not stop me
from succeeding.

One of the first things I did after registering
with the company was to write my mission statement.
This is a note that contains my commitment to the
business, my dream, goals, action plans, values and my
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principles. This mission statement helped me to
generate enough momentum to face the challenges and
severities associated with starting a network business.
My mission statement was the tool that kept me
focused on my journey to financial freedom. It kept
changing as I reviewed it every week. Today, I have a
mission statement that I feel is standard.

After writing the mission statement, I made my
dynamic contact list. This is a list of 100 people that I
know. These were the people I wanted to speak to about
the wonderful business opportunity I found. Since
network marketing companies rarely advertise in the
media, they depend much on the words of mouth by
their distributors and the testimonies of their
consumers to expand their business. The money they are
supposed to use for the adverts is now used for the
giant compensations they pay to their distributors. My
dynamic contact list was and is still very useful to my
business today. I will talk more about this later.

When my team started growing I also made a
mission statement for the team, which I teach in every
distributor’s meeting. This helped to keep us together
as a team. After about 6 months in my network
business, I had above 100 people in my team from
different states. At that point, it occurred to me that
all these people needed to know about the mission
statement, so I introduced the idea of joint policy
formation and duplication to the team. This means that
everybody participated in building and reviewing the
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team’s mission statement, hence it became easier for all
to duplicate this policy any time someone new joined the
team. The result was that we had more matured team
members who could relatively do their business
independently.

My experience reinforced the importance of
brainstorming in the team that I will not fail to mention
its importance. In my team, we were addicted to
brainstorming sections because we knew that no person
is a paragon of knowledge. This will be further discussed
in a later chapter.

Our establishment of home meetings in those
early days skyrocketed our growth to the level where
we saw 3 of our team members’ names among the
company’s monthly leadership board within a month. It
was incredible.

My sustaining force came from an early
recognition of the 20% activities that lead to 80% of
my success in the businesses. Most of the people that
registered in with the company the same time with me
indulged in some popular activities that are basically in
the 80% activities that only account for 20% success.
They were busy doing the less important things and
getting fewer results. In all network businesses,
distributors do four basic things: prospecting, follow-up,
recruiting and trainings. When I started, I had a
business schedule that looked like this:
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Activity Time frame in %
Prospecting 20
Follow-up 15
Recruiting 5
Training 60

This means that I spent 20% of the time I
allotted to my network business talking to people to
either buy the company’s products, to register with the
company, or to do both. After speaking to new
prospects, I collect their contacts and call them, text
them or e-mail them not more than 48 hours after the
prospecting.

In network business, prospecting is useless
without follow-up. It is true that 90% of my past sales
and recruits were as a result of effective follow-up. To
me, follow-up is as important as the big meetings the
company or distributors organize.

Recruiting is the actual process of signing these
new distributors up with the company. This is less
important because if you do your prospecting and
follow-up very well, the prospect will be as eager as you
are to sign up. It can even be delegated to free you up
for other activities.

Much of my time those days was spent in training.
I invested both mentally and financially in equipping
myself because I knew the importance of training to any
business. Today I still spend much time training my
downlines since I knew the benefits at the long run.
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Let us move up a bit to the theoretical approach,
you will hear more of my stories as you read on.

Who is a good Network businessperson?
I am truly handicapped in my effort to answer

this question theoretically and directly. But I have sat
down to think deeply about the question and have come
up with some thoughtful representations of who a good
Network businessperson should be.

1. A painter.
If you have watched a professional painter work,

you will know that they start their painting by throwing
colours around on the canvass. And if at this initial time
you are not in tune with what is happening, you may label
them crazy, because their strokes and lines will make no
meaning to you at all. But after some organized works,
the disorganized lines and strokes will become a portrait
or other beautiful work that appeal to people’s sense of
beauty and natural appreciation.

A person wakes up, walks up to people he knows
and the people he doesn’t know to tell them about a
product or business opportunity; and because of this
person’s initial blabbing due to lack of solid knowledge
about the product and networking in general, people may
tag him mad. As time goes on, due to stubborn effort
this same person begins to recruit others who recruit
others and the network grows. As the network grows,
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the person’s bank account grows. And after few years,
the final portrait is that of a multi-millionaire who
started as an armature businessperson. Immaturity
should never be a reason for your not going into network
business.

To a network businessperson, the society is his
canvass on which he paints. His major tool is his mouth
and his driving force is his financial goal. So learning to
become a good Network marketer is like learning to
paint. Nobody teaches good painters how to paint. Their
teachers simply help them discover the hidden talents
and potentials in them. As they work and practice, they
master the skills. It is the same with Network business.
Everybody has a natural ability to sell. Therefore if
given an opportunity by exposing him or her to the
basics, anybody can be a good network marketer.

The only person who may not be able to do
network business is the deaf and dump, because the
business involves talking. But, even the deaf and dumb
can communicate to other deaf and dump and hence
start a deaf and dump network business; who knows. You
can become a Network painter today by becoming a
Network businessperson.

A Leader
A Network businessperson is a leader. In this

kind of business, people grow by being responsible for
the growth of others below them in the network. This
responsibility demands some qualities that are common
to leaders in life and in business. To get ahead and stay
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ahead, a Network businessperson must learn to lead
others through examples and commitment. In a later
chapter, I will give you several qualities that make good
business leaders.

A schemer
A network businessperson is a schemer. In the

game of soccer, the mid-fielders play the scheming
roles. The schemers bring out a set of winning
strategies and initiate them during the game. These
strategies give the team goals that ensure their winning
the game. In the Network business game, scheming is
the process of planning and executing strategies that
expand the business and bring in more customers and
partners.
Scheming is the heartbeat of every successful Network
business.

A Teacher
Teaching is something any body that wishes to

build a successful Network business must do. It is a skill
that is inevitable in the duplication of knowledge. To
become a good Network marketer, one must learn to
become a good teacher. And you must not know how to
teach in other to teach. Just begin where you are.
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Motivational knowledge
Anybody who wishes to succeed in life and

business needs 2 basic things: Motivation and
Knowledge.
There are 2 kinds of motivation: Source motivation and
Self-motivation.

Source motivation is the kind that comes to a
person when he listens to another person or a tape, or
watches a video. It is the kind that comes from external
sources.

Self-motivation is the kind that comes from the
inside. But the truth is that all motivation comes from
within. It’s a person who decides to listen to another
person or to a motivational tape that gets motivated
through these sources.

Therefore, I will expound more on how to acquire
self-motivation while keeping an open mind to good
sources from outside.

Motivation is like a fire that must be
constantly refuelled for it to keep burning. Motivation
is also like a drug or alcohol that the effect wears off
with time. It has been said that the average life span of
an active motivation is 48 hours. This means that a
person who is convinced about the authenticity and
workability of a thing can only carry the influence for
about 48 hours before loosing part or all of the fire the
motivation generated in his mind.

A motivated person can achieve things an
unmotivated person cannot. Because of the difference in
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the personality and mental chemistry of a motivated
person, he can take on a task that is viewed as being
bigger than him. Motivation defers procrastination,
laxity, doubts, lack of discipline and negative thinking.

This is the reason some well-known negative
people do positive things from time to time. Motivation
gives inspiration and this leads to demonstration of
effort and skills which consequently leads to
compensation and success. To be self-motivated, a
person needs to understand himself and the things that
motivate him. These things that motivate a person are
like buttons that are pressed to jump-start a machine.
So, if a person understands himself and the buttons he
needs to press to be motivated, he can start off at will
on any job and follow it to completion.

There are several buttons that are typical to
different people. Everybody needs to study and note
what motivates them. For example, my thoughts
together with sources like motivational books, tapes and
motivational speakers are my buttons.
Anytime I am down due to negative thoughts or events,
I pick one of my motivational books and go straight to
the pages that say things that keep me going. After
reading these pages, I usually find myself thinking along
the author’s direction and then the magic happens; the
chemistry of my mind automatically changes from that
of depression to that of jubilation.

The things that motivate you are your secret
buttons that you can press at will. Remember, motivation
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comes from the unconscious mind. And your unconscious
mind has no sense of humour. So you can feed it with
motivational thoughts and in return get motivational
feelings.

Motivation is something anybody who wishes to
become an achiever ought to go for everyday. It’s like
food. Actually, it is the food of the mind. For our mind
to have enough strength to operate, it needs motivation,
and a motivated mind is a powerful mind. When I look
back into my life, I discovered that all the great things
I’ve done were preceded by great periods of motivation.
Listen to this, motivation leads to knowledge and
knowledge leads to motivation.

Knowledge is too general a term that we can easily
be misled by its ambiguity. Let me specify the type of
knowledge that leads to motivation. Behind everything
that happens, there is a ‘why’ and a ‘how’. These ‘why’
and ‘how’ are the principles behind the thing. These
principles also have universal powers concealed within
them. And one of the powers is ‘the power of
motivation’. So, if a person can source for the principles
and powers behind things and is able to keep these
principles dancing as jingles in his mind, he can have
access to any level of motivational energy he desires.
Your ability to use these powers makes you a self-
motivated person.

There are other types of knowledge that are
available for everybody but they are not all necessary
for financial success. They are:
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a. General knowledge: This is the kind of
knowledge a person gets from formal
institutions like secondary schools and
colleges. These kinds of knowledge prepare
people to become good employees. I wish to
bring to your knowledge that ‘you can never
become a millionaire by continuingly being an
employee’. For you to make money, you need to
go into business and stay in business for
yourself. What you need for your business is
not general knowledge; it is specialized or
organized knowledge. This kind of knowledge is
collectively referred to as financial knowledge.
General knowledge provides people with
general information that can be moulded into
financial knowledge. But a person can acquire
financial knowledge without much General
knowledge.

b. Organized knowledge: Organized knowledge is
one of the kinds of knowledge that are needed
for financial success. This kind of knowledge is
gotten from sources other than formal
schools. You can get them from: Mentors,
Books, mistakes and experiences of others and
you.

c. Financial knowledge: This kind of knowledge
involves understanding how money works.
Money walks, and money also works.
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All our lives, we’ve been taught how to work for
money, whether as employees, traders or hand-workers.
Working for money is the surest path to average living.
The better way is to learn how to make money work for
us. Money works when provided with the necessary
financial mobile organs like ideas, purpose and passion.

The first step towards making money work is
acquiring some knowledge of the field where we want to
employ the money. This field is our definite major
purpose. This is demonstrated as that which we want to
achieve, backed with definiteness of thought and action.

After we have decided the field, we need to
develop an action orientation towards our definite major
purpose. This is the limb that gives money its propelling
muscle. When a person decides on what to achieve by
generating a workable idea, and is ready to take action
on this, money will surely find its way to the person’s
house and begin to work for him.

To know when money is working for you, you need
a kind of detachment from the paper people call money.
This paper is an illusion. It is what the rich use to hold
the average and the poor to a financial ransom. The rich
do not carry these bulky papers about for their million
dollar transactions. They carry white or brown papers on
which they sign their signatures and on which they do
transactions worth millions. Let us not be deceived into
believing the illusion called money, it is the source of all
mediocrity.
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Real money is IDEAS. And the process of making
money is the process of making our ideas work, so that
there will be sufficient network for us to enjoy residual
income.
Residual income is a pay received when a person does
something right once, and earns over and over and over
again on it. For example, a musician who produces a good
music networks a large population of fans who happily
hand over their money to him while celebrating him in
their hearts. Anytime an extra tape or CD of this man’s
music is sold, he receives an income (residual income).
Also writers who receive royalties from their books
earn residual income.

Real money is, when a person consistently works
on his ideas (money) until these ideas begin to work for
him.

To make money walk for you, you need the power
of investment. Every dime a person invests wisely will
get up and begin to walk along the road to riches and
gather other monies along the way. We need to learn
how to make money work and walk for us. And this
knowledge is simply financial knowledge.

Specialized knowledge:
Another very important knowledge we need for financial
success is specialized knowledge. This is the knowledge
of how a particular thing operates. And if the thing
happens to be a major societal need by simple leverage,
a person can make millions from this. For example, Bill
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Gate became very rich because he developed a thing
that solved a major societal problem, and when he
introduced network into it, he began to enjoy residual
income.
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Chapter 2

The Dynamics of Network Business

There are two kinds of people in this world:
1. People who generate revenue
2. People who spend those revenue

This book is written for those who generate revenue.
This book is written for the person who is willing to put
in effort into learning the old wisdom of network
Business. This book is written for you who are actually in
the action arena. Hearing the echoes of Theodore
Roosevelt; in a speech at Sorbonne, 1910; he says: The
credit belongs to the man who is actually in the
arena… who, at the worst, if he fails, atlas he fails
while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be
with those cold and timid souls who knew neither
victory nor defeat.

These words propelled me into revealing all my
experiences gathered over the years in this book, while
expecting my payback through the universal law of
return. Before we go ahead, let us critically look at
these words NETWORK BUSINESS.

Network business is a kind of business where
people with common goals and interests come together
with common ideas and purposes in other to achieve the
common goals.
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The four key words here are INTERESTS, PURPOSES,
IDEAS, and GOALS. These are the building blocks of all
powerful businesses.

Not trying to bore you with scientific theories, I
will delve into elucidating the interests, purposes, ideas
and goals that have made the greatest network business
people multi-millionaires. When I speak in my business
seminars, I talk about my interests, purposes, ideas and
goals.
I do this by giving 3 fundamental reasons why I chose
Network business in the first place.

1. To make money.
2. To make money.
3. To help others make money.

Making money is my major purpose of going into
Network business. How to make money ethically and
decently by Networking with others and building a great
business asset has always been my goal. When I gave
the above reasons as my driving force in business, some
people became sceptical because of the old mental
barriers these people have towards expressing,
translating and communicating their financial thoughts
to others.
Many people want to be rich but not many people want
to express this ‘want’ for fear of ‘appearing too money
conscious’.
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My benefits
Since I became a network businessperson, I have

come to enjoy some wonderful benefits most people
experience only in their fantasies. Network business is
one of the most fantastic professions in the world
because it gives people what they want. Things like:

• FREEDOM
• FINANCIAL SECURITY
• PHYSICAL AND MENTAL

PRODUCTIVITY
• INDEPENDENCE
• SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT
• UNIQUE LIFESTYLE
• SOLID TRAVELLING

OPPORTUNITIES

These are life-changing opportunities that form
synergy to make up true riches in a person’s life. No
longer am I a slave to anyone. I am my own boss and the
master of my life and financial destiny. I work long
hours because they are for the people I love and ME. I
am ‘unemployed’ everyday for the rest of my life and will
never feel more in charge of my own life.

How I started network marketing
I have been into several businesses where I

recorded zero successes due to my ‘limiting thoughts’
and ‘limiting actions’. I have always thought that a
person needs lots of capital (money) to go into real
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business. Therefore, not being able to gather this huge
amount of money was my biggest obstacle to business
venture.

When I got to know about Network business, I
learnt my first lesson towards financial success. I learnt
that financial capital is not the first necessity towards
starting a successful business. A friend of mine told me
about this wonderful business opportunity and about the
seminars they organize.

On getting to my first seminar venue, I saw very
few people seated, listening to a young man who was
teaching ‘systems for making money’. All his teachings
were strange to me, because I expected a crowd and an
older person to be the seminar presenter. As I sat
listening to the young lad, I learnt first that “anybody
who desires true financial success must strive to
acquire a different kind of education other than formal
education”.

Let me summarize the ‘financial mental revolution’
that took place in my mind that fateful day.
1. I learnt that there are some things rich people

know that I didn’t know.
2. I also learnt that when you know the right things,

the boundaries around your life disappear.
3. Businesses and people succeed because they do the

basics well. In most cases, it’s not about luck,
clever finance, extreme technology, or running
ahead of the pack. It’s about applying good, proven
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principles to whatever you do. I mean, applying
principles that have been around for many years.

4. I understood that business is like athletics. If you
observe the habits of great athletes, what they do
first is to master the basics. Then they practice
these basics over and over again for hundreds of
hours out of spotlight, out of the view of cheering
crowd until one day they are consistently brilliant.
They do this until the basics become second nature,
and they rely on them under pressure and adverse
condition. And they return to them whenever they
hit trouble. It is exactly the same in any arena;
including businesses. Learn what the basics are;
practice them and use them well and the success
will come.

With this passionate knowledge, I dived into
Network business with all determination and obsession.
And not long after that, financial success smiled at me.
With financial success came other successes. Follow me
and I will show you some of my tested and proven ideas
on how to become a great network person.

Four critical factors of great network businesses
You must know by now that, as a network

businessperson you are in business for yourself, hence
the business belongs to you even though there are other
team-mates around you.
To be both effective and efficient in network business,
you must understand these 4 features I am about to
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give you. These are what I call ‘internal knowledge’ of
good Network marketers. I teach these in all my
Network business seminars. They are:

1. Your value-based Knowledge.
2. Your Marketing
3. Your People
4. Your System

These features are the core of all Network businesses.
They are the issues critical to building wealth and
success in Network business.

1. Your value-based knowledge
Your knowledge is the bedrock of anything you

want to accomplish in life. The knowledge you have
gained is what distinguishes you from everybody else.
You must recognize that the rich, who earns possibly
100 times more than you do aren’t 100 times smarter
and don’t work 100 times harder than you. They just
know more; they know the rules of the business and
making money. And they are always willing to learn more.

Knowledge is a very powerful thing for those who
possess it. Rich people know this and are aware of the
continuing need to learn as much as they can to allow
them maximize their opportunities and minimize their
mistakes. This knowledge, which the rich consistently
build on, extends to other areas such as knowing and
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acting with the right values. The rich not only gather
the facts, they have and follow strong personal values
that lead to success. Remember, when I talk about rich
people, I do not just mean people with enough money, I
mean men and women who have acquired enough of the
things money can buy and excess of the things money
cannot buy, like good relationships, happiness, integrity,
faith and confidence. Values such as passion,
commitment, form, persistence and humility are the
differences between successful people in business and
others who are not struggling.

I acquired my own knowledge in network business
through a simple formula. I went up to successful
distributors in my company and asked them what they
were doing and they told me. I did what they advised me
to do, and my sales and network went up. Eventually, I
became so successful that other distributors noticed
and started coming to me for guidance.

When I became a network business leader, I used
the same strategy. I found out what successful leaders
were doing and did it myself. I spent money and time
calling my ‘upline partners’ in London, America and
Switzerland, just to learn what they were doing. This
process of learning and applying what I had learnt
changed my life. I am still amazed at how simple and
obvious it is. Just find out what successful people do
and do the same things until you get the same result
WOW! What an idea. Simply put, some people are doing
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better than others because they do the right things
right.

Coming from an unsuccessful background, I had
developed deep feelings of inferiority and inadequacy. I
had fallen into the trap of assuming that people who
were doing better than I was are actually better than
me. What I learned later was that this was not
necessarily true. They were just doing things
differently, and what they had learnt to do, I too could
learn as well.
As we travel together in this book, I hope to help you
fine-tune your knowledge and channel it into those
powerful, money- making ideas that form the core of my
understanding.

2. Your marketing
Marketing is the second critical factor in network

business. This involves marketing yourself, the product
and the opportunity. The first rule you must learn as
a network businessperson is that ‘people don’t buy
your products, they buy you’

You must represent a great product or company.
What you sell is critical to your self-image and your
self-esteem. It needs to be the best, and if it isn’t,
dump it and go get on the team that is the best. Every
product or company has problems. Every service has its
weaknesses. My opinion is; sign up with the best.
Because once you do, the rest of the story is about
YOU.
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In network business, marketing involves
prospecting and distributing the products. Prospecting
is how many times you are in front of a new person to
talk about the opportunity in your business. The person
you are speaking to is your prospect.

Types of Prospecting
There are 2 types of prospecting

1. Cold prospecting – when you are talking to a stranger
about your business opportunity.
2. Warm prospecting – when you speak to people you
know about your business opportunity. Most people find
it easier to do warm prospecting than cold prospecting.

But the truth is this: if you want to be a great
network businessperson, you must do both cold and
warm prospecting. You should actually do more cold
marketing than warm marketing. This is because it is
easier to persuade a person you don’t know to do
business with you than to persuade someone who knows
everything about you. As a beginner in network business,
the tendency is to recruit your relatives. This is all right
so long as you know that you are not limited to only the
people you know.
An old theorist advised, ‘do business with your
brothers as though they were strangers, and with
strangers as though they were your brothers.

Prospecting is an aspect of marketing. Prospecting
is the machine that drives your business. Good products
can fail, and some second-rate products will monopolize
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the market because of the power of marketing. Good
marketing brings people to your door- people who are
happy to part with their money in exchange for your
products or services. Marketing is the key function that
can quickly make or break any Network business.

And remember, in network business you market
both the product and the opportunity. Note that your
90% source of income in any network business comes
from marketing the opportunity and only 10% comes
from marketing the product.
3. Your people {your down lines \ prospects \ up
lines}.

Your people are your greatest assets – not your
brand, equipment, or products. They are the ones who
push you up, coach you, find customers, sell to them, and
do everything else that will make your business a
business. When you realize this, you realize network
business is all about people, nothing else. Look after
your people and the business will look after itself. No
matter how good your product or service is, your entire
business depends on the training and support received
from your up lines, and in your down lines’ creating
employees out of customers and getting new
distributors while distributing the products.

Note: your downline’s businesses are your
business. Therefore, it’s only the skill and care that
your downlines take in their businesses that can boom
your business. If your downlines are sloppy, careless,
under skilled and unmotivated, it will be apparent in
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their businesses and consequently in your business
growth. If however, your people are switched on,
motivated and totally focused on servicing their
customers and prospects, you are way ahead. Getting
and keeping good people is one of the most difficult
things in network business. It is also one of the most
valuable because it puts you far ahead in your business
growth. Empowering people could be easy,
empowering the right people is another matter
altogether. In network business, this empowerment is
called DUPLICATION. This is your ability to mentor and
coach your downlines into efficiency and effectiveness
in business. Through this, a distributor passes across
those skills and habits that are making him successful in
business to his downlines. The downlines apply these
skills and habits to get similar and even better results.

Duplications ensure continuity and progress in
network business. Recruit people with better skills and
bigger vision than you have, and you create a great
business. To be able to recruit the right people, you
need to know where and how to meet them, how to
maximize their qualities and how to get the most from
them.

Your systems
Many people are still confused about systems.

What exactly are they, and why are they so important.
Systems are the only way to guide your valuable time,
and to use the time to build your business instead of
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using it just to keep going. When you run a network
business, you need a huge set of skills. Your time is
valuable; you are highly productive. What systems do is
free you to pass those skills unto others through
duplication and processes. This in turn frees you up to
develop the systems further, to make them more
profitable, and to bring in your new strategies and
consequently, better income. Systems move you from
being paid for your marketing to being paid for your
ideas. Really, the essence of this book is to expose
you to systems that can work for any network business.
These are Systems that, regardless of your level of
literacy, your capital base and connections, you can
conveniently apply and expect good results.

Systems will allow you to expand comfortably or
to step back from the business and let it run itself.
They bring you the freedom that probably attracted
you to the idea of Network marketing in the first place
and with that freedom comes true success. The 4 things
we do in networking are: prospecting, follow-up and
recruiting and training.

My time-proven system
One thing I discovered early in my Network

business career was that there is no point reinventing
the wheel. For that reason we must learn all we can from
successful people. Reading books by then, learning about
their lives, talking to them – these opportunities has
provided me with a lot of what I know about network
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business and wealth creation. I have applied these
knowledge and they have worked for me and for many
whom I have thought them.

I define business systems as a set of procedures
or steps that you place in your business to ensure a
predictable outcome each time. In good network
businesses, there are systems in all areas. Marketing
(prospecting), recruiting, follow-up and training systems
are some of the systems I have used in my business
approach. Let me show how a typical system in network
business looks.

Marketing (prospecting) system
When a person signs up in my company, the first

thing he learns is how the marketing system works.
Usually the sponsor makes the new distributor draw up a
‘dynamic contact list’. This is a list of all the people the
new distributor knows; his family, friends, schoolmates,
colleagues etc. This should be an unedited list which
means that the distributor should go ahead and write
these names without worrying whether they will join the
business or not.

In my company, we encourage the new distributor
to write down a list of 100 people whom they know
without editing the names, hence the name ‘100 Dynamic
contact list’. The list is called ‘dynamic’ because it keeps
changing as the business grows and expands. The
importance of working from this list is that it helps the
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distributor to be more focused and to eliminate some of
the initial barriers people experience in networking.

Chicken list
The chicken list is a list made out of the dynamic

contact list (10 people). This is a list of the most
successful, the busiest, and the most ambitious
prospects in the Dynamic contact list made by the new
distributor. They are called chicken list because it has
been known that it is not easy for a new distributor who
is not fully equipped to speak to and convince a
relatively more successful person to join his business.
So it’s assumed that the new distributor will ‘chicken
out’ from speaking to these people. The upline’s duty is
to have a 2 on 1 meeting with the new distributor and
the prospect. In this way, the up line, who is more
experienced and better equipped will be able to give
enough information that may convince the prospect. This
is called 2 on 1 prospecting.

2 on 1 prospecting
2 on 1 prospecting is simply when a distributor

holds a meeting with a prospect and another distributor,
preferably his up line. This is usually at a venue that is
convenient to the prospect. The essence of this meeting
is for the more experienced distributor to do the
proper presentation while the new distributor learns and
the prospect makes up his mind. This is a very easy way
to harness the power of duplication in network business.
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Remember Duplication begins at the level of
prospecting.

1 on 1 prospecting
This is the process of talking to a person who is

new to the business opportunity about the benefits of
becoming a partner in the business. We must remember
that the first time you are speaking to somebody about
the business opportunity must be brief (5 –10 minutes).
It is called ‘excitation time,’ this is an opportunity to
promote your company and your products by highlighting
the advantages and the incentives open to distributors.
Usually, a new distributor uses 1 on1 prospecting to
invite a prospect to either a 2 on 1 prospecting or a
home meeting.

Home meetings
Home meeting is a concept of meeting where the

organizing distributor hosts prospects or distributors
to a business presentation that showcases the profile of
the company, its business opportunity and the products.
The meeting can either be:
a. Opportunity building or dream building meeting
b. Distributor meeting.

Opportunity / dream building meeting is a meeting
that talks about the business opportunity, product
opportunity and the business structure of the company.
This meeting must be presided over by an experienced
distributor. For it to be an effective home meeting, the
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presentation must cover the vital issues about the
company.

The procedures involved in anchoring this kind of
meeting include:
1. Introduction – of the company, product and the
persons(s) hosting or presiding over the meeting.

2. Dream-building motivation – at this stage, the
presiding distributor invites the prospects to a kind of
collective dream. He talks about his dreams and uses
this to inspire the audience to go into their private
dream and capture their tangible achievements. He then
paints a good picture of a blissful future for them and
allows them to see themselves in the canvass of this
picture.

3. Step 3 involves making distributors write down their
goals, targets and action plan. It is mandatory that
people attend meeting with notebooks and other writing
materials.

4. Step 4 is telling these distributors and prospects the
things they need to do to actualize the goals. For
instance, I always give my prospects and new
distributors the 4 cardinal rule of great business. They
are:
a. Recruit your weaknesses. This means going for

people who complement your talents and potentials.
I advise those who are not financially buoyant to go
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for those with better financial stand, those with
less eloquence to target better speakers like
teachers and pastors.

b. Concentrate more on building solid Network than on
selling products.

c. Educate your customers before you sell. This turns
your customers into valuable employees and maybe
partners.

d. Maintain honesty and integrity in your business
dealings.

5. Step 5 is closing – i.e. inviting the prospects to either
join the company or join the masses. If you have done
your presentation properly, the audience at this stage
will be asking what they need to do. Filter them through
your firm questions.

These 5 step presentation must cover the following:
1. The experiences of the presiding distributor with the
company. We call it relating to the people. You relate in
terms of money, freedom, job, lifestyle and security.
2. The industries to which the company belongs.
3. The origin and brief profile of the company.
4. Knowledge of the products.
5. Testimonials of the presiding distributor or other
distributors or prospects.
6. Marketing plan of the company.
7. Compensation plan of the company. i.e. the income.
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8. Supports and incentives the distributors receive from
the company.
9. Closing.

Diagrammatic \visual presentation
Every distributor must learn how to present the

network business opportunity diagrammatically, e.g.
This diagram is the first level of a distributor

who registers 5 new distributors and how they are
linked to the company.

Follow-up system
It’s been proven that the life span of motivation

in an average person is 48 hours. It is common to see
many people motivated after meetings but not all these
people know how to keep or use their motivation.
Therefore, it is the work of the network businessperson
to keep fuelling the motivation in his prospects till they
register with the company. This is done simply through
some procedures that are called follow-ups. Follow up
can take the form of phone calls, visits, e-mails, letters
or other forms of communication that enables the
distributor to get his message across to the prospects.

If a prospect agrees to register with your
company after a meeting, find a way of making him
committed to his desire. This can be done by extracting
an appointment from him or making him fill the
registration form. It should be noted that 48 hours
must not elapse before the distributor puts calls across
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to the prospects that attended his meetings. When a
distributor calls a prospect less than 48 hours after the
meeting, he must not enquire about his plans to join the
company but should ask after other businesses, school,
family etc. This act alone arouses a sense of caring in
the prospect who consequently feels loved and wanted
by the distributor. Hence he will have no option but to
join the company.

Recruiting system
Few things must be said about recruiting new

distributors. One of them is that a distributor should
search for and recruit his weaknesses. For example, if a
distributor does not have much capital, he should strive
to recruit more people who have the capital to invest
into the business. If a distributor is initially not very
outspoken, he should recruit outspoken people who will
spread the good network news. Every distributor should
learn to always educate before they recruit. This
ensures that duplication begins at the proper time,
which is during prospecting. A distributor’s target must
not be towards people of particular age bracket. This
will eventually lead to a boring and uninteresting team.
Network business is just like a soccer game. The coach
does not recruit people who have the same talent or play
the wing but people with different talents for different
roles so that the team can become a balanced winning
team. The network businessperson is like the coach who
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recruits talents and potentials and nurture them into a
winning team and personalities.

Training system
Training is an indispensable part of network

business. This ensures that skills are passed from one
distributor to the other. Most good network companies
organize training camps for their distributors which
usually serve as an avenue for educative, social, and
cultural interactions among distributors.

There are two types of trainings in the network
business.
1. Training for skill.
2. Training for attitude.
It’s been known that 90% success of a network
businessperson depends on his attitude, and 10%
depends on his skill.

Attitude is everything. So, trainings that expose
distributors to winning attitudes will increase the
company’s return on investment. Also, marketing skills
and other skills are important in building a solid network
business. Experienced distributors can also organize 1
on1 training, 2 on 1 training and home meetings, where
the steps or systems of presenting the company,
product and opportunity will be taught. Infact, your
success in network business depends on how many
successful training meetings you are able to organize.
Remember, as a network business distributor, training
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helps you to teach others about prospecting, follow-up,
recruiting and trainings.

Motivation and knowledge
Motivation and knowledge are the 2 greatest

tools of a network business person. Motivation pushes a
person into the action arena and into the activities that
generate income. Trainings must be packaged to cover
these 2 vital tools. Every meeting must be motivating
and educative. I learnt quickly that motivating people
would be the most important responsibility of my career
as a network businessperson. So I learnt very early that
my job as a leader in a network business would be to
unleash the potentials in the people within my team. I
knew I must motivate them, not only through open
information but also by showing them, not by
intimidation but by demonstrating that it is their choice
to win or lose. By giving them ‘outside’ perspective on
who they are and how their business is running, I would
help them realize their strengths and weaknesses. This
would help them figure now they can improve their lives
and businesses.
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Part 2

Chapter 3

The millionaire mentality
In this chapter, I will help you in fine-tuning your

mentality and also in getting ready to make your first
million dollars through network business. Millionaire’s
mentality has all to do with a person’s mindset, attitude
and habits.

The right mindset will attract the right ideas,
people and support, which will consequently generate the
right income for you. Mindset has to do with thought
pattern. The thought pattern of a person is determined
by the repeated direction of his thoughts. Mindset can
either be predominantly positive or negative. The
pattern of your thought determines the direction of
your actions. This is because every action is preceded by
some thoughts. Your experiences are determined by
your thoughts. In other words, as you think, you create
your present and future experiences.

Through your thoughts, you communicate with the
infinite intelligence. This communication is through the
subconscious mind channel. Every thought you
communicate breeds a feedback that comes exactly in
the same currency with the thought that was fed into
the mind through the process of thinking or worrying.
The feedback is what we commonly call experiences in
life. When experiences are repeated over and over
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again, they become beliefs. A person’s beliefs dictate
more than 90% of his actions. Most of the things we do
are out of beliefs, which are simply accumulation and
repetition of patterns through thoughts and actions.
Before we go further, let me define my own concept of
a millionaire.
To me, a millionaire is a person who has accumulated
fortunes, both tangible and intangible that is worth
millions in the worldly terms. Everybody knows what a
million dollar can do in changing people’s lives, therefore
I define a millionaire with the mindset that a person
whose attitudes; habits, values, insights, are valued to
worth millions of dollars by the universe. You are a
millionaire by what you attract through who you become,
not by what you pursue and get.

I know vividly that real money millionaires acquire
their intangible millions before the manifestation of the
physical millions. Therefore, it is my wish to expose
every distributor to the secrets and power behind
riches instead of the riches themselves. The secrets
and the powers behind riches lie in the mindset, habits,
attitudes, values and actions of a person not on luck,
connections, family background or any other factor.

This simple revelation tells us the reason why so
many people rise from grass to grace, from nothing to
something, from nobody to somebody, from slum to
kingship, from rags to riches. These people, through
determination, hard work and commitment acquired the
intangible riches that forced the universe to deliver
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their own shares of tangible riches. There are so many
things money cannot buy: like love, good relationships,
sound health, belief in the creator, passion for a good
life and positive mental attitude. All these are the
intangible riches that precede the real tangible ones.
For us to make money in life, we need:
1. A Millionaire’ mindset
2. Millionaire’s attitudes
3. Millionaire’s habits

Through the rest of this part, we will look at
these traits and see how we can make them part of our
personality, so that we will say bye to poverty mentality
forever.

Let’s first look at the millionaire’s mindset.

Millionaire’s mindset
Millionaire’s mindset encompasses a person’s point

of view towards life, money, profit, power, success and
failure. Leonardo da Vinci said,’ the life that is well
spent is a long life’. When he spoke those words, he
uttered a universal truth. But, of course, the question
is: how do you achieve a life for your self that you
consider well spent?
The answer: Develop for yourself a personal philosophy
(your mindset) to live by, one that will enable you to see
yourself, others and your surroundings in as realistic a
fashion as possible. In other words, create your own
personal millionaire’s mindset by which to guide your life
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and therefore preserve yourself as a functional,
productive and fully active human being.

The mind is the engine of life. The mind is the
most useful tool in the hands of anybody who wishes to
become a millionaire. And the mindset is how a person
makes use of this powerful tool. During my research for
this book, I found out that a formal philosophy is one of
the essential characteristics of every successful man
and woman I interviewed. It’s one of the most dominant
features of their lives. If you were to ask me what I
found to be the common key to their millionaire’s
mindset, I would have to answer: participation. Through
it, they have verified their existence and made it real.
By participation, I mean being active, being involved;
doing things, being stimulated and constantly alive to
the persons and events that surround them. These
successful men and women have discovered for
themselves that the person who doesn’t participate,
who’s unconnected to his society, others, and his future,
is an empty person. Such a non-participant person is, in
effect, alienated; he is a man out of rhythm with the
world; he denies his existence as a human being.
The participating man then is a unit of two things:
1. His goal.
2. His actions to achieve his goals.

Let me emphasize here that the mind of the
participating man functions well regardless of the
measured intelligence or education. Let me say this: the
mind of the highly educated participating man functions
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better than the mind of an equally educated non-
participating man. It is the participating man who knows
failure, pain, and disappointment. And because he knows
them, he is spared emotional illness in times of stress
and crises. The so-called neurotic, for instance, is the
person who has been to a large extent spared from the
full force of failure, disappointment and humiliation.

Psychiatrists and psychologists, using a vast body
of study as their evidence, insist that man is born
alienated and only through enormous effort
accomplishes participation. If this is true, and I believe
it is, then you have the power to alter your nature and
become a successful, participating human being. The
alteration of your nature comes through the
development of your personal philosophy. Now look at
your life, think of the values you have established for
yourself and adhered to, how you view the people and
the world around you, and what you have decided you
want out of life, and what you believe to be your
responsibilities towards yourself, others and your
surroundings. I don’t intend, nor should anyone attempt
to give you a personal philosophy you can adopt as a
package. It wouldn’t work because your personal
philosophy must be based upon your own individual
background, your culture, your education, your religion,
and so forth. What I hope to do is simply show you the
path to formulating ‘a millionaire’s mindset’ based on
sound personal philosophy that will assist you in
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preserving yourself unto yourself so that you can build
from it, a happy, productive and successful life.

Let’s for a start, look at some basic beliefs in the
philosophies of successful men. They are:
1. Every conscious act has an incentive or motive.
2. To a healthy man inaction is the greatest of all
offences.
3. A man determines his own destiny through his own
efforts.
4. A man must develop to the fullest extent possible his
capacity to participate with others and in the world that
surrounds him.
5. A man has the ability to alter his nature if he has a
strong enough desire to do so.
6. If a man has the desire and is willing to take the risks
to achieve his goal, he will succeed.

These are only some of the beliefs subscribed to
by successful men. Again, neither they nor I can devise
a personal philosophy for you; you will have to create
that on your own.
But, listen to one major warning: Adopt a philosophy
based upon your own beliefs and leanings, not those of
others. There are powerful, effective, practical men
who combine their thoughts and practices and then set
out to convince others that their philosophies are the
ones all men should adopt and live by. The thoughts of
these practical men are about their own advantage. And
so are their practices. They usually dominate the actual
situation in which they are involved. For instance, some
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choleric corporation presidents, publishers, influential
politicians, and so on are all smart men whose sole aim is
to use people to achieve their financial purposes without
improving their lives.

These ruthless men, because it’s to their
advantage, encourage routine in others, and they also
subsidize such thoughts and learning that doesn’t
interfere with their objectives. This they call sustaining
the standard of ideal. In the promotion of their self-
interest, they praise team spirit, conformity, loyalty,
elevation, obedience, hard work, and law-and-order.
These practical men, however, tamper their respect for
law. This means that they handle law and order with the
most skilful and thoughtful manipulations on behalf of
their own self-serving ends.

These men denounce as subversive, any signs of
independent thought on the part of others that might
disturb the conditions that give them profit and power.
They tend to think only of themselves. They believe it is
their right to use everyone else.
Don’t, I warn you, let yourself become a victim of these
practical, self-serving men. Don’t let them make their
practical personal philosophy your own philosophy. These
men are only able to direct the thoughts of others
because all too many men find the task of independent
thought difficult, worrisome and frustrating. There are
too many who prefer to be told what to do, what to
think, rather than making decisions for themselves.
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They are the followers, and they admire those who will
do their thinking for them.

This is why symbols such as a metal denote
military rank, labels that brand such as ‘socialist, fellow-
traveller, communist, conservative and liberal’ and cliché
slogans such as ‘the early bird catches the worm’ have
been so readily accepted by so many tens of millions of
people, the non-thinkers, the non-questioners whose
gullibility have been exploited by these men.

When your boss tells you, ‘you shouldn’t change
jobs because you will get reputation as a job-jumper and
that is bad for your career, “what he may actually be
concerned about is that to replace you will cost him
more money than he’s currently paying you. Motives of
men vary and constantly change. If you are to succeed,
you need to learn to understand them as best as you
can. You can only do this as thinking, questioning person.

So let me emphasize, the willingness to engage in
independent thought enables you to escape the clutch of
custom and gives you the opportunity to do old things in
new ways, to be creative and to construct new ends and
new means. There is an alternative to nearly every
problem and situation that confronts you. To discover
and define this alternative, then, is the task of the mind
through observing, remembering, contrasting, contriving
and creating.

If you can learn to ignore the limitations of your
environment, to throw off the clichés, the slogans and
the symbols, then you can become an independent
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thinker who will use your own power and use it to devise
new ways of doing things. And if you can apply this when
you adopt and construct your own personal philosophy,
you will have built for yourself a mental foundation that
no one can destroy. It is such a mental foundation that
enables you to ‘preserve yourself’ and lead you to a
millionaire’s mindset. It will be so strong; and so
constructed, that you will be able to preserve yourself
under all conditions of stress and crises.

Note this, if your personal philosophy is valid, you
will know that whatever confronts you is subject to
revision, modification or replacement. This is basic. It is
what makes way for progress. So, you must believe
there are always alternative avenues available to choose
from in dealing with others and with your surrounding.
You needn’t push yourself into a corner. You needn’t
become the victim of the past. Acceptance of the
alternative represents a philosophical and developmental
point of view.
As you think through and analyze the construction of
your personal philosophy, you will undoubtedly come face
to face with a centuries old question: Do men make
events, or do events make men? I believe ‘men make
events’.
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How To Develop A Millionaire’s Mindset
If you will trust your unconscious mind, you will

get more sound guidance and correct answers from it
than you have ever imagined possible. It is, in effect, a
computer capable of storing and providing feedback of
limitless amount of information. Your unconscious mind
is a psychic wealth machine that works night and day for
you without your having to lift a finger. But if you are
like most persons, you have tendencies to mistrust your
unconscious mind. For instance, when a flash-thought
passes through a man’s mind as to what he should do
about a problem confronting him, he dismisses it as a
‘hunch’, a woman calls the same process ‘intuition’. It is
neither. What actually happens is that your unconscious
mind attempts to feed back to you the solution to your
problems. More often than not, you permit your
conscious mind to interfere, to assume control, and
neglect the answer that comes out of your unconscious
mind. In actuality, the new science of ‘cybernetics’ has
proven the so-called unconscious mind isn’t a ‘mind at all,
but rather a mechanism – a good-striving servo-
mechanism composed of the brain and nervous system
which is used and directed by the mind. The latest and
most useful concept is that man doesn’t have two ‘minds’
that is the conscious and the unconscious part. The
unconscious mind has a consciousness which ‘operates’ as
an automatic thought storing machine; which for want of
better definition was called ‘creative generator’ of
limitless riches.
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The creative generator within you is impersonal.
It works automatically and impersonally to achieve goals
of success and happiness, or failure and unhappiness
depending upon the goals you set for it. Present it with
‘success-oriented’ goals and it functions as ‘a success
mechanism’; present it with negative goals and it
functions as ‘a failure mechanism’.

William James, an American philosopher said, ‘the
power to move the world is in your creative generator’.
Whatever thought or goal you properly feed it, your
creative generator will do everything to bring it to pass.
So, you must impress your creative generator with the
right ideas and constructive thoughts. You accept, I am
sure, the fundamental principle that progress is mental
in origin; that is, what you planned to do must first have
the approval of your mind. Therefore, you will agree
further that only self-influenced people with high
standards of their importance to themselves will
achieve extraordinary things. This self influence comes
through the use of their creative generator. If you for
instance, think negatively, destructively, viciously, those
thoughts, which are self-influenced generates
destructive emotions, which are expressed through
established negative and destructive outlets. On the
other hand, if you think positively and constructively,
your creative generator will also see that they are
expressed in a constructive way.
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The Human Brain
Let’s digress briefly, and consider the make-up of

the human brain, a mechanism so incredible and so
fantastic that it’s difficult for the limiting mind of man
to comprehend, to grasp the meaning of it. The first
time I learnt about this incredible machine, I was so
fascinated that I thought of writing a full book on it.

Carefully shielded by bony skull, the human brain
weighs about 3 pounds and occupies about 90 cubic inch
of space. It is a marvel of complexity and
miniaturization. For within your brain are about 10 billion
other cells called neurons and about 100 billion other
cells called gli, 110 billion functioning components packed
into the size of human head. It transmits its messages
through an electrochemical system. Your brain’s
constant electrochemical activities not only inform you
of the external universe that surrounds you but it also
monitors and regulate the internal environment within
you. Your brain receives information as electrical signals
pouring in from the eyes, ears, nose, tongue and fingers.
And its neurons can simultaneously process and
interpret these signals and it stores the information for
late recall. Since you are equipped with this wonderful
biological mechanism, you have the innate ability to
achieve any goal.
Think of a whole lot of things you can do with this
machine if you learn and master how it works.
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Chapter 4

The Millionaire’s Attitude

Millionaire’s attitude to time
Millionaires have time policy. Since you’ll never be

able to get any more time than you already have, being
effective becomes a matter of using your time wisely. It
involves planning weeks and months ahead. It involves
realistic estimates of how long each task will take. It
involves self-discipline, concentration and the power to
resist distraction. And above all, it involves developing a
time policy. Learn to carve out a period of time for a
‘quiet hour’. It should be your policy to spend this prime
time on priority works. A time policy is a guide to be
used in scheduling your task, appointments, meetings
and other activities. It involves reserving certain
periods of the day for specific activities. This makes
you more effective in several ways. The habit of
performing some types of task at the same time each
day reduces the brain’s start up time – the time it
normally takes to get itself in gear and oriented to the
task. It also allows you to make use of the natural break
in a day (coffee breaks, launch, and quitting time) as
deadlines to prevent jobs expanding to fill a greater
time span.

The problem with people is not that they do not
have enough time but how they spend the time they
have. You can’t schedule your time. That’s already done
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for you. There are 24 hours in everyday, 4:00pm occurs
at the same time each day and 8:00pm always follows
7:00pm. But what you can and should do is to schedule
your tasks. You must schedule your tasks in order to
utilize your time effectively. And by scheduling I don’t
mean making a daily ‘to do’ list. The practice of noting all
the things you have to do and crossing them off as
they’re completed is better than nothing. Listing them in
order of priority and working on the priority items first
is a lot better. But the most effective method is to
schedule the jobs directly into your planning calendar.

I admit that most time management authorities
recommend that we spend time each morning (or the
previous afternoon) writing list of things to be done
that day. But there’s no way all those items could be
done that day and although authorities claim that
copying things over again ‘crystallizes’ our thinking, I
believe it wastes our time. Infact, eventually we may
convince our unconscious mind that the purpose of the
exercise is to write out the jobs to be done rather than
to do them.

Everything you wish to do should be on your
planning calendar, especially the priority tasks; schedule
personal and business items on your calendar. If your
son or daughter has a quiz competition or basketball
game scheduled one evening, mark it on your calendar.
Recall hairdresser, doctor and dentist appointments.
Parties and dances, commitments to call friends,
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everything that you don’t want to forget should be in
your calendar.

When I learnt about the planning calendar I went
to market and bought notebooks and on top I labelled
different months, then labelled the pages
simultaneously with the date beginning from the 1st to
the last day of the month. From my action lists and
planning lists I entered my priority activities into the
notebooks according to the days I planned to do the
things. With this I could check my scheduled for the
next 3-4 months at a glance. Before you can start
eliminating and condensing the unimportant activities in
your life, you must have a clear understanding of what
the important activities are. What is important to you?
What do you want to accomplish during your lifetime?
You need to know because that’s what time management
(life management) is all about. The accomplishment of
significant goals at the expense of those unimportant
time consuming activities is the major goal of a person
with millionaire’s attitude.

If you’ve never thought about it before, now is
the time to start. Plan your future, visualize the type of
person you want to be, what goals you want to achieve.
Goals add purpose to life. They give us direction.
Without them we drift, become easy prey to the
hundreds of time wasting activities that plague us all.
Your goal must be in writing. Don’t kid yourself into
believing that those nebulous thoughts about what you
want to do next year or the year after are actually
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goals. They aren’t. They are nebulous thoughts. Goals
are written, have deadlines and a plan of action for
achieving them. They must be specific and measurable.
Make sure your goals don’t conflict with one another.
It’s unlikely that you’ll be able to save N20, 000,000 and
take a trip round the world in the same year. Make sure
your goal is realistic. Separate your goals into personal,
family and business goals.

For each goal, write down a list of steps
necessary to accomplish it. These steps then become
the activities you will use to replace the unimportant
activities in your life.

Time management is a reachable goal for those
who have the information and the knowledge. But you
must see time as it really is – as a measure of your life.
And you must know what you want to accomplish during
your lifetime, the things that are really important to
you. Then you will succeed.

You will be able to displace those relatively
unimportant activities with more meaningful activities –
activities that lead you to your goals. You can do it.
Resolve now that you will respect every hour as a piece
of your life.

I will show you how to eliminate those activities
that are unnecessary and how to condense those
activities that are necessary but unworthy of the slice
of your life they are consuming. You can use the
resulting time for meaningful activities that will lead you
to your lifetime goals.
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Millionaire’s attitude to procrastination
Millionaires see procrastination as a masquerade.

They avoid it like a plague, hence they launch head-on
into those activities (their habits) that bring them
millions. Your ability to select your most important task
at any moment and then start on that task and get it
done both quickly and well will probably have more of an
impact on your success than any other quality or skill
you can develop.

An average person who develops the attitude of
setting clear priorities and getting important tasks
completed quickly will run circles around a genius who
talks a lot and makes wonderful plans but gets very
little done.

It has been said for many years that if the first
thing you do each morning is to eat a live frog, you can
go through the day with the satisfaction of knowing
that that is probably the worst thing that is going to
happen to you all day long. Your ‘frog’ is your biggest,
most important task, the one you are most likely to
procrastinate on if you don’t do something about it now.
It is also the one task that can have the greatest
positive impact on your life and results at the moment.

It has also been said ‘if you have to eat two frogs,
eat the ugliest one first’. This is another way of saying
that if you have 2 important tasks before you, start
with the biggest, hardest and most important task first.
Discipline yourself to begin immediately and then to
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persist until the task is completed before you go on to
something else.
Think of it as a ‘test’; treat it like a personal challenge,
and resist the temptation to start with the easiest task.
Continually remind yourself that one of the most
important decisions you make each day is your choice of
what you will do immediately and what you will do later,
if you will do it at all.

Here is one final observation; if you have to eat a
live frog, it doesn’t pay to sit and look at it for very
long. The key to reaching high levels of performance and
productivity is for you to develop the life long attitude
of tackling your major tasks first thing each morning.
You must develop the routine of ‘eating your frog’
before you do anything else and without taking too much
time to think about it.

In study after study of men and women who get
paid more and are promoted faster, their quality of
‘action orientation’ start out on the most observable and
consistent behaviour they demonstrate in everything
they do. Successful and effective people are those who
launch directly into their major tasks and then discipline
themselves to work steadily and single-mindedly until
those tasks are completed.

In our world, especially in the business world, you
are paid and promoted for getting specific, measurable
results; you are paid for making valuable contributions
and especially for making the contribution that is
expected of you. ‘Failure to execute’ is one of the
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biggest problems in organizations today. Many people
confuse activity with accomplishment. They talk
continually, holding endless meetings and making
wonderful plans but in the final analysis, no one does the
job to get the results required.

Fully 95% of your success in business and life will
develop over time. The attitude of setting priorities,
overcoming procrastination, and getting on with your
most important task is a mental aid and an unbeatable
physical skill. As such, this attitude is learnable through
practice and repetition until it locks into your
unconscious mind and becomes a permanent part of your
behaviour. Once it becomes a habit, it becomes both
automatic and easy to do.

You are designed mentally and physically in such a
way that task -completion gives you a positive feeling. It
makes you happy and makes you feel like a winner.
Whenever you complete a task of any size or
importance, you feel a surge of energy, enthusiasm and
self-esteem. The more important the completed task,
the happier, more confident, radiant and more powerful
you feel about yourself and your world. The completion
of an important task triggers the release of endorphins
in your brain. These endorphins give you a natural ‘high’.
The endorphins rush that follows successful completion
of any task makes you feel more creative and confident.

Here is one of the most important of the so-
called secrets of success. It is that you can actually
develop a ‘positive addiction’ to endorphins and
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competence that they trigger. When you develop this
addiction, almost without thinking you begin to organize
your life in such a way that you are continually starting
and completing ever more important tasks and projects.
You actually become addicted in a very positive sense, to
success and contribution.

One of the keys to your living a wonderful life,
having a successful career and feeling terrific about
yourself is for you to develop the habit of starting and
finishing important jobs. At that point, this behaviour
will take on a power of its own and you’ll find it easier to
complete important tasks than not to complete them.

Practice is the key to mastering any skill. And
practice is the younger brother to attitude.
Fortunately, your mind is like a muscle. It grows
stronger and more capable with use. With practice, you
can learn any behaviour or develop the attitude you
consider either desirable or necessary.

You need 3 key qualities to develop the habits of
focus and concentration, which are all learnable. These
qualities include: decision, discipline and determination

First, make a decision to develop the habit of
task completion. Second, discipline yourself to practice
the principles you learn over and over until you master
them. And finally, back everything you do with
determination until the habit is locked in and becomes a
permanent part of your personality. There is a special
way that you can accelerate your progress toward
becoming the highly productive, effective and efficient
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person that you want to be. It consists of your thinking
continually about the rewards and benefits of being an
action-oriented, fast-moving and focused person. See
yourself as the kind of person who gets important jobs
done quickly and well on a consistent basis.
Your mental picture of yourself has a powerful effect
on your behaviour. Visualize yourself as the person you
intend to be in future. Your self-image, the way you see
yourself on the inside largely determines your
performance on the outside. You have a virtually
unlimited capability to learn and develop new skills,
habits and abilities when you train yourself through
repetition and practice. This will help you to overcome
procrastination and get your most important tasks
completed quickly; you will move yourself onto the fast
track in your life and career and step on the
accelerator.

The Millionaire’s attitude to goal setting

Formula for setting and achieving goals
Millionaires are goal-oriented people. They are

goal-setters and goal-getters. Therefore making your 1st

millions demands that you learn how to set and get goals
in relation to your business and your life.

The formula you will receive here has been
working for me, and many others who learnt and applied
them. It has put millions of dollars into many people’s
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personal finances and consequently into their bank
accounts.

There are 7 major steps you must learn, practice
and practice until they become your habit. The steps
include:
Step 1 Decide exactly what you want in relation to the
particular idea or vision. One of the worst uses of time
is to do something very well that needs not be done at
all. So your ability to make a prior decision on this issue
will help you concentrate your time on the things that
matter.

Stephen Covey says, “Before you begin scrambling
up the ladder of success, make sure that it is leaning
against the right building”.

Step 2 Write it down. Think on paper, when you write
down your goals, you crystallize it and give it tangible
form.

Step 3 Set a deadline on your goal. A goal or decision
without a definite deadline accompanied by an
assignment or acceptance of specific responsibility for
completion is not a power goal. And only power goals fuel
itself towards physical manifestation. Without a
definite deadline, you will naturally procrastinate and
get very little done.

Step 4 Make a list of everything that you can think of
that you are going to have or do to achieve your goals.
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As you think of new activities, add them to your list.
Keep building your list until it is complete.

A list gives you the vital picture of the large task
or objective. It gives you a track to run on, and
dramatically increases the likelihood that you will
achieve your goal as you have defined it and on schedule.

Step 5 Organize the list into a plan. Organize your list
by priority and sequence. Take a few minutes to decide
what you need to do first and what you can do later.
Decide what has to be done before something else and
what needs to be done afterwards. In a better way, lay
out your plans visually in the form of series of boxes
and circles on a sheet of paper. With a written goal and
an organized plan of action, you will be far more
productive and efficient than someone who is carrying
his goal around his own mind.

Step 6 Take actions on your plan immediately. Do
something. Do anything.
An average plan vigorously executed is far better than a
brilliant plan on which nothing is done. For you to
achieve any kind of success, execution is everything.

Step 7 At this stage, make a resolution to do something
every single day that moves you towards your major
goal. Build this activity into your daily schedule.
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Goals are the fuel in the furnace of
achievement. The bigger your goals, and the clearer
they are, the more excited you will be towards achieving
them.

Planning is bringing the future into the present so
that you can do something about it. Your mind, your
ability to think and plan is your most powerful tool for
overcoming procrastination and increasing your
productivity.

Your ability to set goals and take action on them
determines the course of your life. The very act of
thinking and planning unlocks your mental powers,
triggers your creativity and increases your mental and
physical energies.

Alex Mackenzie says: Action without planning is
the course of every failure. Your ability to plan well in
advance of acting is the measure of your overall
competence. The good news is that every minute spent
in planning saves as much as 10 minutes in execution.

The 6 P formulas say – proper prior planning prevents
poor performance.

Planning is simple. It is all about sitting down to
make a list of everything you have to do before you
begin. Always work from a list. When something new
comes up, add it to the list before you do it. The more
time you take to make written lists of everything you
have to do in advance, the more effective and efficient
you will be.
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You need different lists for different purposes.
First you should create a master list on which you write
down everything you can think of that you want to do
sometime in the future. This is the place where you
capture every idea that comes to you and every new
task or responsibility that comes up. You can sort out
the items later.

Second, you should have a monthly list that you
make up at the end of the month for the month ahead.
This may contain items transferred from your master
list.
Third, you should have a weekly list where you plan your
entire week in advance. This is a list that is under
construction as you go through the current week.
Finally, you should transfer items from your monthly and
weekly list to your daily list. These are specific
activities you are going to accomplish the next day.

When you have a project of any type, begin by
making a list of every step that you will have to
complete to finish the project from the beginning to the
end. Organize the project task by priority and sequence.
Lay them out in front of you on paper or computer so
that you can see them. Then go to work on them, one
task at a time. You will be amazed at how much you get
done in this way.
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Chapter 5

The Millionaire Habits
I will reveal some financial habits of the world

most successful people to you. But before I do that, let
us take a look at some stories about well-known
millionaires and how they demonstrated these habits.
These habits surely attract million dollars the way
honey attracts bees. All you need to do is learn them,
practice them and make them part of your life (habit)
and you will surely see your first million dollar within the
shortest possible time.

Millionaire habit 1: Giving to receive.
Life is subject to law. The harmony and balance of

nature that we take for granted is evident of law in
action. Universal laws decide what shall float and what
shall fall, what shall grow and what shall die. We are a
part of life; we are not separate from it. Thus we are
inexorably subject to the workings of the natural laws,
for it works within our lives whether or not we choose.
One problem is that, it is the effects that are easily
noticed, not the cause or the law in action. And as such
it is left to us to deduce cause.

The working of the law of cause and effect
passes for the greatest scientific minds of our age.

‘We cannot receive what we are not prepared to
give away’. This is the basis of most powerful universal
laws.
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Like attracts likes in life. The balance that is
nature constantly demonstrates this fact. Nature is
always fighting to bring balance to everything through
cause and effect. If you wish to receive something, be
it money, friendship, Love, sympathy, understanding,
help, encouragement; whatever it is that you need, you
must first be prepared to give it away.
In order words, whatever we want to possess, we should
develop the habit of giving out. Put simply, if we want
friendship, we should be friendly towards others. If we
want love in relationships, then we must learn to love. If
we want money or material success then we should be
prepared to give away money, and this is an amazing
secret of success. By so doing we are demonstrating in
law that there is no shortage of that which we wish to
receive. Our cup literally ‘runneth’ over.

We receive through the same channel that we
give. If we restrict our giving by the same measure, we
restrict our ability to receive. We cannot restrict or
limit our outpouring without to the same degree limiting
our good fortune.

I built a powerful down line momentum using this
law. At first I was looking out for prospects that will
join my Network business company and therefore help
push me up the network ladder. Then, my growth was
relatively slow and difficult. But when I changed my
approach and started looking for those whom I can give
knowledge and help, I became a Network magnet.
Everybody seemed to want to identify with my team and
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me. I also found out that the more I gave knowledge and
other resources to my downlines, the more I receive in
terms of growth.

Putting this philosophy into practice is simple.
First, we should examine our lives and decide in which
areas we require more than we have. In carrying out this
assessment, we are not restricted to the material
things of life, for we can extend this philosophy into
every area of life.

Taking this philosophy into the business world of
sales, if we approach our prospects and customers with
an attitude of ‘what can I give to you, what service or
product can I introduce that will improve the quality of
your life or make your business more efficient or
effective’, rather than with the attitude of ‘how can I
sell to you, how can I get an order from you’, you will be
amazed at how much your sales success will be improved.
Your whole attitude and approach to your customers and
prospects will turn around. And your prospects or
customers will sense this. The barriers will come down.
They will no longer feel that they are being sold to. The
results always lead to dramatically improved sales.

In giving, we must be sure that we really give
without expectation of returns. For expectation will
turn our gifts into bargain. And to receive freely, we
must give freely without expecting any reward. As such,
we are demonstrating our belief in nature. For this law
is natural, it is of God and such needs no help from us
other than that we use it as it was intended to be used
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by humans. If we give simply for the joy of sharing with
those to whom we give, then we will have no cause to
doubt the balance and harmony of our world, for good
will flow to us naturally in equal measure. The simplicity
of the law will everywhere be evident within our lives.
We will surely make our first million dollars quick.

Millionaire habit 2: Belief power.
The power of belief has been at the root of man’s

creative drive since the first humans walked in the
earth. The power of belief is without doubt the most
dynamic influence there is on the growth or regression
of human race yet known. Our belief can imprison us or
set us free. Millions have exalted or abased themselves
on the alter of belief. Civilization have risen to heights
of greatness or been destroyed by them.

As we believe, so we create whatever we believe.
It is vital for all who intend to be successful to
understand how the power of belief works. This will help
them to continually bring into reality that which they
believe.

Beliefs are constantly shaping and forming the
world that we inhabit. Our minds always hover between
the positive and negative aspects of being. The things
that we believe in, that we accept as either positive or
negative influences our lives. Both the things we love
and desire, the things that we hate and fear are
changing us equally with equal creative energy.
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There are 2 main driving forces in human creation
– love and fear. Regrettably, more is created through
fear than through love. The stronger the feelings, the
greater the energy charges, the faster the creation.

Remember the mirror effect – Think what you
want, not what you do not want, for both will be created
according to your belief. The ‘mirror effect’ means
that whatever we think and believe in will be
reflected back to us in an exact replica of our
thoughts. We can never become successful as long as
we think of ourselves as failures. It is impossible for us
to create lasting success from a negative base. From
such a base, only negativity can result. If we believe we
are a failure, then we will become and remain failures as
long as this belief is held. Only positive beliefs can
create lasting success for us.

If we believe in success then we create success.
We create from our thoughts literally in the image of
the things in which we believe. The outward
manifestation of our world reflects our inner beliefs
and convictions. For the power of belief is the power of
creation, they are one and the same power.

That which we truly believe, at a deep unconscious
level, we will create within our lives. There should be no
doubt about this; our minds drive the power of creation
but only in the image of our beliefs.

The outer is always a manifestation of the
inner. It is our beliefs that shape and control our world.
Only by being prepared to constantly challenge our
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beliefs, to test and reassess them in order to prove or
disapprove them can we say with certainty that they are
valued.

It is so important to strive to keep an open mind.
A mind that is capable of accepting new information and
ideas, even when the new information and ideas
challenge long held and cherished beliefs is a great
mind. Our minds are like parachutes, of little use to us,
unless they are open.

My biggest criticism of religious fundamentalists
is reserved for their refusal to stand outside their
faith and critically examine it. Our Creator furnished us
with the power of reason and left us to use it where our
own faith is concerned. That which is true will not flinch
from examination, but rather will be strengthened and
deepened. Only that which is false need fear exposure
to fresh ideas and constant reappraisal.

Vedanta philosophy sums up this approach to
belief beautifully with the following advice:
Do not believe in what you have heard.
Do not believe in traditions because they have been
handed down from many generations.
Do not believe in anything because the written
statements of some old sage are repeated.
Do not believe in conjectures.
Do not believe in that as truth to which you have
become attached by habit.
Do not believe merely on the authority of your teachers
and elders. After observation and analysis, when it
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agrees with reason and is conducive to the good and
benefit of one and all, then accept it and live up to it.

A belief is our acceptance that a thing is what it
seems to be. No further thought being necessary. Such
acceptance means that we embrace the thing as a fact
in our world, and use it as a comparator to measure and
compare new information on the same subject as it
comes to us. Where the new does not measure up to the
accepted belief, we are likely to reject the new. It
cannot be so, we say it goes against our beliefs, so we
are cocooned and imprisoned within our beliefs. We gave
them power over our lives and so they became life itself.
We are literally no more than the sum total of our
beliefs; our most treasured and firmly held thoughts.
Once we accept that a thing is so, then, we imbue it with
power over us.

By understanding the power that our beliefs, both
positive and negative have power over us, we can turn
such knowledge to our advantage and ensure that we use
it effectively to boost our ability to achieve our defined
goals and objectives, to reinforce those things that are
healthy for us to believe in. We can do this best by
believing in ourselves and in our ability to achieve that
which we set out to do. As a thing cannot be unless we
accept that it is, then neither can our mental pictures
and our visualization become real until we charge them
with beliefs. That is, until we really believe that they
portray our pictures as it will be. Until this time our
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mind pictures will fall into the category of dreams. It is
our belief in them that make them a part of us.

Thought is the starting place of all creations but
to move a thought from a random passing thing into an
actuality is an act of faith. It is an act of belief that we
can never receive any good into our lives until we believe
in it and accept it as our right. If we do not believe that
we are truly entitled to be rich, then we shall never be
rich in life. But the moment we accept with every fibre
of our being that we are rich, then, from that moment
on we are rich indeed. Only time and physical action is
required to bring our riches to us for things are no more
than thoughts given shape by spirit within our life by
our belief in them. Most people are poor simply because
they believe deep down within themselves that they are
not entitled to more than they have. They have
brainwashed themselves into believing that poverty and
lack is their birthright. As such they have given this
false state complete power over their lives. As God
created the world, so also have we been given the power
to create and fashion our world for ourselves.

We choose at all times whether we shall remain
poor or reach out and grasp the richness and variety of
this wonderful thing called life. Only our belief in lack
and limitation has the power to imprison us in poverty
and struggle. Only our belief in the opposite has the
power to free us.
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Chapter 6

STORY! STORY!! STORY!!!
In my desperate search for millionaire’s

mentality, I came across some millionaires on the pages
of good books and magazines. I adopted their stories,
verified them, emulated their mentality and coaching
and began to work with them in my network business and
other aspects of my life. I’ve never met them in person
(though I’m hoping to do that one day), but I hear from
them, speak to them and learn from them through my
imaginations and mental excursions. I studied these
stories, lifted the personal philosophies of these people,
their ideologies, habits, attitudes, mindsets and
personalities. All these I forced into my mind. And the
testimony is that my feelings about life changed and so
have my finances. I want to tell you these same stories
and see what they do to you.

1. STORY OF KENETH ROBERT RILEY (KEN).
If you believe as I do that desire is the first key

to success, then, let’s look closely at a man who agrees
with us and has used the key to amass a fortune. Let’s
see how he made his first million dollars through the
power of Networking.

This American dares to think he has discovered
the elusive secret of financial success and how anyone
can duplicate it if he has the desire to do so. And so,
the youthful man who sits across the luncheon table at
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the $4 million Le Baron Hotel in San Diego’s mission
Valley is always expensively tailored, trimmed, obviously
physically fit and the nails on his fingers carefully
manicured.
“As a boy I wanted to be wealthy and successful and I
don’t believe I’ve lost sight of those goals,” he said.
“Every chance I had I’d talk to successful men and find
out how and what they did to make their fortunes”
“But I refused to listen to unsuccessful people’s advice,”
he added.

That, admittedly capsulated, has been the
success formula of Kenneth Robert Riley, ‘Ken” to his
friends, a 35 year old who’s a living proof that a young
man can still amass million dollars or more if he has the
desire and will take the action to do so.
Riley consequently estimated his personal wealth at $3
million. He amassed it in 10 years. Not bad for a fellow
who began his career from zero.

On a recent day, Ken Riley described the master
plan for automatic success that has brought his riches
and countless achievements. It’s a plan he believes that
can be adopted and used by anyone who’ll train himself
for success and make the necessary sacrifices.

As Riley sat, relaxed and confident in the
restaurant of the Le Baron Hotel, one of the many
enterprises he owns and operates the passer-by would
have observed a young, 158-pound, 5 feet 9-inch man
with hazel eyes and brown hair. The passer-by would
never have stopped and said to himself, ‘ there’s a young
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millionaire who through burning desire, a plan and a goal
built himself a personal fortune of $3 million and today
controls properties worth many millions more. But that’s
precisely what Ken Riley has done from a modest start
as a shipping clerk in a paint manufacturing company.
“There have been 4 major elements in any success I’ve
achieved” Riley said. He outlined them;
1. A burning desire and driving ambition to be

wealthy.
2. A tolerant and understanding wife, Melinda,

without whom I couldn’t have succeeded so rapidly.
3. A book, ‘law of success’ by Napoleon Hill.
4. And an inspiration record, ‘strongest secret by Earl

Nightingale distributed by success motivation
institute Inc. Waco Texas.

“The really most important thing in my life to
date” Riley said, has been my burning desire to be
wealthy and successful. This has brought me closer to
my goal”. Riley has achieved his success on a foundation
of a high school education plus 2 years at Pasadena
College where he majored in Business education and
Finance. Beyond that he’s self-taught. So then how does
a man like Ken Riley, who has just completed a multi-
million dollar hotel restaurant complex, achieve success?

“One must have a burning desire to succeed,” he
said. “A person must constantly be aware of this; sit
down and write out what you want in life” he advised.
“Don’t generalize, be specific. Don’t say you’d like to
make a lot of money. Put down what you want and when
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you want it”. “Most people reflect money as business
success; however, this doesn’t have to be. Your burning
desire might be one like Albert Einstein’s but whatever
it is, you must write it down and commit it to memory,
imagine it, say it, practice it every single day”.

“Set your goals high” Riley said, at least 5 times
more than you first thought. If you want to be worth
$200,000 in 10 years, put down $1 million ‘ burning
desire’ it’s just as easy to make $ 1 million in 10 years as
$200,000”. “How specifically, should a person lay out his
goals?” Riley was asked. “Get a pen and a piece of paper
and write it out”, he replied. For instance, do it this way.
• I will be worth $1 million in 2008
• I will get this $1 million without sacrificing my

health and happiness.
• I will accomplish this by surrounding myself with

the right people and the right things to do this job
for me. Examples, books, study course, people, what
I need, I’ll get.

• I’ll be healthier by eating right, getting plenty of
rest, no excessive drinking, getting plenty of
exercise, and adapting my mind to take tension
without causing physical damage to my body.

• I’ll be happier by controlling myself so that I’ll be
more tolerant and understanding of other people.
If need be, I’ll work to improve my personality and
I’ll do whatever I can to have a closer relationship
with my family.
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• And finally, I’ll keep my attitude and thinking calm
and cheerful at all times.

• I’m sure you’ll agree; Ken Riley’s plan is certainly a
master plan for automatic success if there ever
was one.

As he said, “When you set your big goal, you also
must get your intermediate goals. In order to get to the
top of the ladder, you must go step-by-step”. It’s a
formula that’s worked for Riley. He began his step up
the ladder in 1958 when he moved from California to Las
Vegas, Nevada, and built a functional business. This
started him in the general contracting business. In 1959
he began construction of a 20-unit apartment house. He
completed it and sold it in May 1960. For a time he was a
member of a partnership, Luke and Riley construction
company, Las Vegas. But in November 1961 he went into
business on his own as K.R. Riley, General contractor. All
this while, he was laying foundation for his network.

His first major project on his own was a $15
million Las Vegas complex of 1,200 apartments, three
office buildings, 200,000 square feet of ware housing
and a metal, the villa Roma motel, a convention centre
drive about 300 feet from the stardust Hotel, which he
sold in 1967. “This was started with no capital and no co-
signers” Riley said. After several years of successfully
building and opening apartment houses, office buildings,
warehouses and motels, Riley was set for his next step
up the ladder. After much study and analysis, he
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decided the hotel business would be the most lucrative
and challenging for him, ‘as well as the most difficult’.

He began a self-study program that would equip
him as an expert in all phases of the hotel business –
financing, construction, furnishing, operating and
promotion. “There are very few hotel companies which
have all this experience plus a finished product,” Riley
said “Because I do, I can complete projects for less
than my competitors can. By passing these savings on to
hotel guests in the form of more reasonable rates, I’ve
been able to generate a higher volume of business”. It’s
such a philosophy that has caused Riley to be identified
as a “positive thinker”.

Riley said that on his way to success he learned
“that you must have no negative thoughts, because
negative thoughts cause negative results. Positive
thought cause positive results. If you have a negative
thought, you should immediately replace it with a
positive one. He said he believes in a major key to great
success in life, a person’s ability to “imagine himself
successful”. “All great men have imagined themselves
successful long before they became successful”.

“It doesn’t take any extraordinary ability to
succeed” Riley said, “a man who does more than he gets
paid for will soon be paid for more than he does”. He
believes you can “do it if you believe you can” but he
cautions that “you cannot succeed if you give up on any
one of your intermediate goals”. Riley insists a person
doesn’t have to be a genius to make a fortune, but that
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he does have to sacrifice many things to achieve
success.

“You must, for instance, spend long hours at work,
read success books instead of watching Television, and
spend weekends at work and study instead of playing
golf, swimming, or boating.
You don’t have to stop doing these things, but you must
cut down on them. In later years, after you’ve achieved
success, you can do anything in life you want without
sacrificing”.

Riley believes each person can, if he desires, gain
control of his mind. Religion in Riley’s judgment has
played an important part to his achievements and he
said that religion is “important to personal family life
with children”. Ken Riley also believes in meditations,
through which he gets to a state of equilibrium in which
the mind, having absolute control, becomes a dynamic
centre of direct perception,

In his words: My aim is to bring the mind to a
state in which it is no longer distracted by external
matters. Once this is achieved, you’ve arrived at the
true self. The nature of the state is pure consciousness,
total awareness, absolute being. You cease to become an
individual but are simply aware of yourself as part of
everything that exists.

Ken Riley’s philosophy, however, isn’t entirely
based on meditation; he’s a dedicated Christian. “Prayer
is most important to man’s goal and success,” he said,
“Ask and you shall receive, seek and you will find, and
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knock and it will be opened unto you”, are part of his
foundational philosophies.

Riley is what his employees and business
associates term an ‘action man’, that is, he’s a fast
mover and sometimes gets impatient when things don’t
move on as rapidly as he’d like them to. As one of his
associates said, “Ken hasn’t any use for the negative
thinker, the complainer, or the person without
enthusiasm. He isn’t easily satisfied and at times
expects subordinates to do a thing exactly as he would
do it.

Riley admits to at least one minor failing in
dealing with his employees. “I don’t always praise an
employee when he’s doing a basically good job”.

Another of his associate said, ‘sometimes he
speak too frankly to an employee when a little more tact
could be used”.
What’s Ken Riley’s goal for the failure? “I plan to build
and operate 10 new hotels within the next 10 years, one
each year with 500–room average. With assets of 175
million he said, “I believe I would build 20 hotels in 10
years but I’d have to sacrifice some of my family life,
happiness and health, and it wouldn’t be worth it for
money isn’t my total goal”.

Riley is really on schedule with his goal. Not long
after this interview, he opened his second hotel-
restaurant complex in Burlingame, California, a suburb
of San Francisco. It too is called the Le Brown hotel,
the same name as the one in San Diego. Located on Bay
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Shore Highway, three minutes by auto from the San
Francisco international Airport, the new hotel was
175,000 square feet, 340 units, on four acres, with two
cocktail lounges (one sky room), a restaurant and a
coffee shop. It’s 10 stories high and was built at a cost
of $4.5 million.

The empire Riley has built and is building was
started as he said, “without a dime”. He initially
acquired capital from investors for construction project
in return for a percentage of each project. This was
pyramided to his present level of financial success.

As for the tested money making techniques he’s
used in his business, he said, they’re basically two: (1)
you must be price conscious, that is, you must start
from the beginning and build the finished product for
less than your competitors. This means a smaller loan, a
smaller dept, and it means you need less occupancy to
break even on your hotel, if you accomplish this and your
competition is high, you’re in a better position to lower
your rates and offer the same as your competitors for
less, and (2) you must know what you’re doing. This falls
in line with setting your goals and with a goal you’ll learn
what you’re doing.

Today, Ken Riley sits in his plush office in his San
Diego Le Baron Hotel and looks forward to his next
formula. Briefly, he’ll tell you it has five essential points.
1. Burning desire to succeed.
2. Constantly putting your goals in front of you each

day.
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3 Positive thinking only.
4 Knowing that it’s just easy to succeed, as it is to

fail.
5 You must have intermediate goals.

It’s a formula that has made Ken Riley a
millionaire three times over, and it’s one he insists will
work for you. Remember, his purpose is to build a
Network business that will make a lot of people hand
over their money to him willingly and happily. And it
begins with a burning, all-powerful, deep-seated, desire
to achieve a specific goal you’ve set for yourself.

The story of Laurie (Mrs.) Hancock
In the unlikely event of an international congress

of self-made millionaires assembled to proclaim a queen
in America, Laurie Hermanson Hancock might not win
the crown but she certainly would be dubbed the chief
lady-in-waiting. She’s a self-made millionaire who’ll tell
you, if you ask how you too can make your first million
dollars.

Laurie Hancock was the president of four
Southern California companies and the vice-president of
a fifth in Trenton, New Jersey. She reached this
pinnacle of success in 25 years with nothing more than a
high school education and a start in the workaday world
as a part-time secretary to a small town high school
principal. Along the way though in her climb to success,
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Laurie Hancock has accumulated more than a million
dollars in personal wealth and a salary she modestly
estimated in excess of $25,000 annually’.

She doesn’t hesitate to share the secrets of how
she did it. What distinguishes Laurie Hancock from
other businesswoman’s success stories is that she
believe any young woman, if she wants it badly enough,
can, like her, start from the scratch and achieve wealth
and success.

“Yes, I believe any young woman of today, can
start from the scratch and achieve wealth and success”
she said. There is no limitation on ingenuity and
inventiveness and new fields of endeavour are opening
for women at an accelerated rate. Technological changes
in the last 35 years stagger one’s comprehension –
surely women will contribute much to the future as their
acceptance in all areas of government and business
grows.

Mrs. Hancock readily admits that an all-powerful
desire to achieve a specific goal and the willingness to
take the necessary risks are two essential ingredients
for anyone, man or woman, who has an ambition to be
wealthy.

What makes Laurie Hancock’s achievement even
more remarkable than most is that in the midst of
amassing a fortune, she has raised a family of four
children. And although it’s doubtful it she will admit it,
Mrs. Hancock is a feminine dynamo; when she isn’t
working, and she’s developing business plans and
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stratagems in her mind. It’s a technique she has used all
her adult life.

Mrs. Hancock, the daughter of an immigrant
farmer from Norway, has, in fact, dedicated her life to
achieving success as both a human being and a
businesswoman. On both counts she is a winner. If you
were to meet her in person, you’d confront an attractive
45-year-old woman who is 5-feet 5 inches tall, weighs
128 pounds and has blue eyes. Her hair is reddish-brown
and she said “some people have complementarily
referred to it as the colour of redwood”. Of course, her
company manufactures redwood outdoors furniture.

In the climb towards her goal, Mrs. Hancock has
believed strongly in the ability of her mind to conceive
and achieve. She’s always been wishing to ‘go the extra
mile’ in whatever she attempted. And she has constantly
qualified herself for the next step upward and the
steps beyond.

It’s been a winner’s philosophy for her. Today she
has almost anything she wants. She lives with her family
in a $75,000 brick Georgian home with white columns
that sit on a half-acre in Chula Vista, California, a city
adjacent to National City where her plants are located.
In the backyard tastefully arranged, is at least one
piece of every style of red wood furniture ever
produced by her company. She insists her obligations to
her home and work haven’t come into conflict.

“How I manage to raise a family and still direct a
large business,” she said, “it isn’t easy. But when one is
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faced with the necessity, one manages to summon the
courage and strength to do both with God’s help”.

I do try to budget my time so that I can spend
some time with each child each day, except when I’m
travelling, of course. Because I am the co-owner of the
business, I do reserve the right to set my schedule so
that their needs are met first.

Religion is the centre of Laurie Hancock’s life, and
she said, “I believe it gives meaning and balance to all of
life. I believe true religion is expressed by what we
practice in our daily lives not only by attendance of
church on Sundays. She communicated that our daily
conduct in the business world, as in any other facets of
life expresses more eloquently our religious convictions.
“Specifically”, she said, “this means having the highest
business principles, honesty and fairness in all our
dealings and concern for every individual as a person”.
Accordingly to her, the best way for a woman to take
advantage of the sex factor in business dealings is to
find a field where her natural feelings for style and
design will help her rise more swiftly to the top. She
believes the person who wants to make a fortune would
most likely do so by operating his own business or
industry, large or small.

“In my judgment, she said, as she summed up her
philosophy, those persons who have great faith in
themselves to achieve success work best for
themselves. Independence has great rewards – it also
has great challenges.
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Chapter 7

How to become a Network marketing Champion
Champions are made not born. Those who become

champions are those who do extra-ordinary things in
ordinary circumstances.
When I came into the Network business world, my
dream was to become the best Network marketer in the
world. And I knew that for this dream to come true, I
must do things others have not done; exploit grounds
others have not exploited and look at areas others have
not looked.

At first, I was handicapped because there were
no sources for my learning. I went to workshops in
search of books that can direct me on how to become
the best, but to my greatest surprise, all the books I
saw were giving me conventional theories and the things
business students learn in the classroom. There were no
practicality and no radical business reality in these
books.

Network business is a beautiful career, and my
dream of making myself a multi-millionaire out of this
career was nearly dashed on the hard wall of reality
when I saw the mediocre approach of some of the
leading marketers around me.

I have also learnt that a person do not loose until
he quits. So, I continued the search for knowledge and a
path to follow into my fruitful Network future. My
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search took me to great books written by great people,
and coincidentally, I met a 26-year-old Swiss multi-
millionaire on a Network business seminar in Nigeria.
Philip Schneider, at first did not strike me as a business
champion, but he quickly cleared my doubts within the
first 24 hours of meeting him. Through him I learnt
that Network business is all about learning to become a
leader and a champion in business. We were together in
4 seminar venues where he was the chief speaker and I
was called upon to give testimonies.

As I listened to him speak, I jotted down 4 things
that I felt where the secret of his success in Network
Business. And he later confirmed them and added extra
2 for my growth and development.

As of the time of my writing this book, this young
man controls a fortune that is close to the annual
income of 20 average Nigerian business millionaires put
together, yet he wore a lifestyle of unbelievable
simplicity and humility.

These secret as I wrote them down were:
1. He has passion for what he is doing. In almost all

his seminars, I listened more to Philip’s passion
than his words. I saw what his passion was doing to
the crowd who were present at the seminar. He
spoke the words from his spirit and even though
there were some language barriers, I could see
people nodding their heads and staring at him with
interest and comprehension. He repeated this
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magic in all the meetings he anchored in Abuja,
Enugu, Awka and Nnewi (all are cities in Nigeria).
Philip later told me that his passion is out of his
love for what he was doing. According to him ‘you
must fall in love with this business for you to
become a champion in it’.

2. The second point I jotted down that day was that
he loves his stuff. Philip has a dynamic way of
appreciating everybody who came around him. He
gave everybody good feelings and all of us left the
seminar venues feeling great about ourselves. He
knows how to communicate with everybody. I saw
him put his hand on people’s shoulders and look into
their eyes as he spoke to them, then I also saw the
looks on those people’s faces. He taught me that
‘you need to love the people for you to be in
positive Network business with them’.

3. The third lesson I learnt from Philips was that you
must never loose sight of the basics. In Network
business we consistently do 4 things – prospecting,
follow up, recruiting and training. He was always
ready to do those 4 things everyday. The evidence
was in the way he networked in Nigeria and in the 8
names he sent to me from Amsterdam. These were
names of Nigerians on the same flight with him
when he was going back to his country.

4. Philip also told me about ‘level 5 leadership’.
According to him, ‘you are a level 5 leader when all
your actions are guided by love for the growth of
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your organization devoid of your personal ego’. To
him, ego is the biggest obstacle to becoming a
successful Network business leader. He defined
ego for me as thoughts, actions and words that
tend to give you selfish satisfaction at the
detriment of the organizational growth and
development. He also defined the organizational
goal as the growth of every distributor according
to their efforts and focus.

5. The fifth lesson Philip taught me on the bus from
Enugu to Abuja (a day before his departure from
Nigeria) was that I should never ever give up, no
matter the problem or the obstacle on my way. He
told me about his conflicts with Swiss Government.
He said, ‘when they attacked me locally in an effort
to cripple my business, I packed my few materials
and went international’. These were the words of a
determined young man who knew what it means to
be rugged and strong in business.

6. The sixth lesson Philip Schneider taught me was,
never to put my whole trust in any person as the
source of my Network income. He told me that he
has more than 15000 people in his network and he
is still working hard to expand. His personal
philosophy is ‘to recruit people, give them as much
knowledge and help as possible, help them recruit
other people, and help their people recruit others
through home meetings. Then when any of these
people begin to feel bad about the business, he
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tries to encourage them, and if they are still
negative, he leaves them and goes to talk to others.
He told me that he never goes to a place where he
is not wanted. He values his time more than his
money.

As we prepare to take Philip to the airport on the
day of his departure, he took me out to the balcony of
the house where we stayed in Abuja and said to me ‘Obi,
I want to leave you with one extra advice: never stop
learning. I know you will one day get to the top of this
company only if you keep learning and continue to
innovate your ideas’. As we walked back to the sitting
room, he said, ‘you’ll find a way, all winners do’. Those
words kept echoing in my heart as I waved him goodbye,
and I’ve not lost this echoes since then.

His last advice solidified my desire to learn. But
now I understand that the best scholars are those who
are actually at the field taking risks, making mistakes
and learning from their mistakes while carving a path
for others to follow.

Following my learning, I want to hand over to you
a key that can open any door for you in the castle of
Network business. These are my latest secrets that
have made me a successful Network businessperson. I
call these secrets my last cards.
The secrets I will be giving you are different from what
most sales books teach. These sales books teach you
lots of ways to ‘close the sale’ I’ll show you a few, but
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books that focus on closing the sale miss the point of
selling.

I want your prospects or customers to beg you to
recruit them or bring your products to them as they
happily hand their money over to you. My objective is to
focus on what really drives the selling process.

Closing sales and prospecting is a result of asking
someone for an agreement. As you will see, closing sales
and prospecting will take an entirely new meaning after
reading this chapter. It will become easy. Instead of
using the ancient warrior mentality of selling, where you
have to beat your customer over the head 9 to 10 times
before she says “yes” you now have the science and
psychology of selling at your fingertips to make the
process a pleasure instead of a contest.

I want to introduce you to a phrase, ‘mental
attachment point’. This is a phrase I coined to describe
the unconscious communication and instinctual drives
that move us in one direction instead of the other.

A mental attachment point is any stimulus-
response “mechanism” that has been conditioned in a
person’s mind either genetically or through life
experiences that helps the person to determine
whether to accept or reject a thing, person or situation.
My secrets will show you how to avoid setting off
negative stimuli-response “mechanism” while carefully
and ethically pulling the strings that encourage your
customer or prospect to say ‘yes’.
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Mental attachment is much more than a number
of powerful techniques for making money and getting
compliance in prospecting and selling process. Mental
attachment is also a philosophy of success that
encompasses your whole life.

People who read this chapter will simply improve
their rate of sales and recruitment of new distributors
if they apply what they learn. They will be happier. They
will be more excited about life. All these secrets have
been tried and tested. I will begin revealing my secrets
by asking you two simple questions: What is the
difference between the top 20 percent of salespeople
who earn 80 percent of the money and the 80 percent
salespeople who earn 20 percent of the money? The
simple answers are: The top 20 percent of salespeople
are expert communicators. They know how to ask
questions and discover the need and desire of others.
Those who dwell in mediocrity do so until they have
powerful reasons to move in different direction… or
directions.
Sales people who don’t live up to their potentials have
not set and planned for powerful goals.

Outstanding sales people are experts in two
things: one is about the company and the products they
are selling. The other is in communicating at the
unconscious level. The second question is: why are you
going to be different? What benefits and reasons do
you have to become a great businessperson?
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WHY is the most important question in the
journey of success. The ‘why’ you are in Network
business is more important than ‘how’ you are doing the
business. Find the BIG WHY you must be successful and
you will be.
Find the BIG WHY your customers need your products
and your prospects become your partners, and you will
become wealthy in Network business. When you know
what motivates a person, you can influence him. When
you know what motivates you, you can change your
behaviour.

Recent research reveals that a waitress who
touches a customer as she gives him the bill is more
likely to get a larger tip on average than a waitress who
doesn’t touch her customer. This is a mental attachment
point (MAP). The waitress purposely and ethically ‘pulls
the string’ (or pushes the customer’s button) and
because she does so, she gets a large tip. She knows
either consciously or unconsciously that her tips are
larger if she makes contacts with her customer.

There is thousands of MAP installed in the minds
of people. Knowing which string to pull and when to pull
them will determine your success in sales and
recruitment. And this is the basic of my secrets I wish
to give you.

Most people sell to the conscious mind, and that is
why most people fail in selling. It is much more fun when
you decide whether the other person is going to buy
from you instead of the other way round. The
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difference between selling to the conscious mind and
unconscious mind is the difference between random
successes in selling and selling to almost everyone you
want to. The entire secret is in the form of mental
attachment point (MAP).

Mastering MAPs means that you will be able to
move people to the point where they seemingly cannot
control themselves. They will demand to buy from you.
You will never ‘sell’ anything again. For better
understanding of my approaches, let me describe
unconscious communication to you.

Let me first use two illustrations to prime your
mind to understand the concept.
1. Have you ever met someone with whom you had

instant chemistry?
2. Have you ever met someone whom you know you

didn’t like, before he ever uttered a word?
In both cases, unconscious communication was

occurring long before anyone spoke. Unconscious
communication includes the sending and receiving of
verbal and non-verbal communication, as it is perceived
by the unconscious mind. The unconscious mind is part of
our thinking that we are not aware of at any one
moment. It’s always there and it’s always paying
attention. In fact, it’s always communicating. What are
some other examples of unconscious communication?

The way a person smells may or may not register
at the conscious level of thought but it ‘speaks volume’
at the unconscious level. The scent you wear, or whether
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you wear none at all, alters the entire perception of any
selling situation you enter. The exact body postures and
gestures you have can trigger positive or negative
emotions in anyone you meet. People aren’t aware of
these triggers at the conscious level but the
unconscious mind immediately detects them. For
example, if your prospect was physically struck as a
child, just viewing a hand raised above the head can
create fear in him. At the conscious level, the prospect
or customer doesn’t know that he rejected you on the
basis of something that happened to him as a child, but
the unconscious mind knew instantly that it doesn’t like
the salesperson.

• Where you sit at a table will increase or decrease
your chances of making the sales as well as how you
sit on the chair.

• When making a presentation, whether you use a
podium or not and how you use it can make or break
a sale before you utter a word.

• Wearing contact lenses can make some sales
presentations more likely to sell and others less
likely to sell. Here, I will teach you how to know
whether to wear glass or contacts.

• Jewellery sends messages at both the conscious
and unconscious level. I will also show you all my
learned secrets about the correct types of
jewellery to wear. Each prospect you meet will be
different and you’ll need to make adjustments.
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• Your physical appearance will make or break sales. I
will show you when casual dressing is a must. You
should also know when an expensive coat and tie are
demanded; what skirt lengths a female salesperson
should wear, and how the unconscious mind
perceives differences in dress.

• The unconscious mind processes the tonality of
words and phrases while the conscious mind
processes the language. The tonality will normally
overcome the actual words and phrases. Do you
know when to change your tonality?

• There are words that the unconscious mind almost
always says ‘yes’ to. The conscious mind finds them
irrelevant but the unconscious mind makes the
decisions. Read on and you will learn what they are.

• How close you stand to a prospect will determine
whether or not he is instantly turned off to you
and your products and services.

Let me launch you straight to my little secrets.

Secret 1: sales are made and lost on two levels of
awareness and communication. One level is called the
conscious level of awareness. The other is the
unconscious level of awareness. The later is that which
you are not consciously aware of but are still responding
to in your mind and body. Communication is ongoing at
both levels of awareness all of the time during the sales
setting and no one is ever fully aware of what is
happening at both levels of awareness.
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Here is what is even more fascinating: before two
people see each other in the sales setting, many sales
have been made and broken. Even before a prospect and
a marketer meet (or even know they will meet) sales are
made and broken. For you to use this secret properly, I
will teach you how to ask your prospects or customers
three questions. I have used these questions in making
my quickest sales and recruitment. When I locate a
customer (potential partner), I ask these 3 questions.
Question 1: what is it about your health (or other
areas) that is most important to you?
Customer: I want to have a good skin, I have ulcer, I am
diabetic, I have constant chronic headache etc.
Question 2: How will you know when you’ve gotten what
you want in terms of your health?
Customer: (smiles) of course when I see my skin begin to
shine, when my ulcer disappears, when my diabetes
disappears etc.
Question 3: If the product I have is 100% sure to take
care of your demand, will you be willing to spend your
money purchasing it?
At this stage, it is usually very difficult for my
customers to say no. If you can meet their highest
values and quality, using the example above, they will buy
your product. It is very difficult for them to say ‘no’ at
this point because of the framing of the question 1 and
2. Consider this example:
“If you can be certain that this is the right product, will
you feel comfortable buying it?
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Occasionally, the customer will say no to a “stage-three
question”. If that ever occurs, you have one more
magical incantation that will turn the key.
Question 4: What else is more important to you in
terms of your health (or other areas) than what you’ve
told me. At this stage, you merely cycle back through
the value – education process noted above.
What I’ve given you is the magic formula for eliciting
values. This is one of my most important secrets in my
success journey in network business.

Secret 2: Establish and maintain Rapport. Rapport can
be defined as being ‘in synch’ with another person.
Generally, people are more likely to be in rapport with
someone else if they like that person. If you want to
build and maintain rapport with your prospects and
customers, remember what Zig Ziglar said, ‘they don’t
care how much you know until they know how much you
care”. Therefore, your prospects and customers all have
a sense of empathy and curiosity about you.

Rapport occurs on different levels of
communication. You can be technically skilled at acting
and appear to be in rapport, but if you don’t sincerely
care about your customers and prospects, what is the
point? There are several methods of developing rapport.
1. Discover what the interests of your prospects and
customers are, if you are not yet in tune with them.
People love to talk about what they love and what they
know about.
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Becoming in ‘synch’ with another person or group
can take great deal of skill, in addition to the sincere
interest that is necessary in building relationships. Many
customers will not feel comfortable discussing their
families, hobbies and lifestyles with you. Many were
taught to keep private matters and not to talk to
strangers about them.
2. Use mirroring to get into synch with your customers
or prospects. I use this technique most of the time
when I truly want to recruit a person into my Network
Company.

Mirroring simply means being like your customer,
because everybody likes people who are like him or her.
There are several ways to mirror your customer.
(a) Using your voice.

Imagine your customer is in an upset mood. He
has a sharp edge to his voice and you get to make your
presentation. Many people attempt to get the customer
out of this mood with enthusiasm and cheery story, but
the most effective tactic is to mirror the person. If
your customer has an edge in his voice, let your voice
have an edge. If he sounds angry, let yourself be angry,
however briefly with something that occurred today as
well. This vocal mirroring will help put you in synch with
your customer. Eventually you will lead your customer
out of the negative frame of mind, if you choose to.
(There are many times when a negative frame of mind is
necessary to making a sale).
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There is more that you can do with your voice
than match the tone of your customer. We all speak
with measurable average number of words per minutes.
Many people drawn to the sales profession happen to
speak quickly. Part of this experience is due to the
nature of the business where we are obligated to talk
quick and to the point. Unfortunately, if your client
speaks slowly and you are speaking quickly to meet a
time frame, you are not likely to make the sale. Most
people’s speeches are consistent with how they process
their thoughts and internal representation. If people
tend to think in pictures (movies), they tend to speak
very slowly. People who speak fast tend to process
information through their feelings and emotion. In
between is what we call the radio announcers. These are
those who speak with a more rich and resonant voice.
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Section 3

Chapter 8

Leadership
In this section, I owe you superior Knowledge on

business leadership. In the business world, to achieve
total success, leadership is not optional but an
obligation. If you don’t learn how to lead others, you will
never be able to earn through others. I personally
believe leadership has a lot to do with leadership traits
and knowledge. So I have chosen to itemize some of my
unsystematic thoughts on the role of a leader in
Network business.

Things A Good Network Business Leader (N.B.L)
Must Know and Practice

Some people talk about being leaders, about being
successful other people actually do it. There are a
number of important qualities that will separate those
who rise to the top from those who float from idea to
idea. I decided to numerically arrange them for
convenience:
1. A good Network business leader must anticipate

change. He must know what’s happening in the
industry he has chosen. He must strive to
understand how it is changing and where it is going,
visualize the opportunities that might rise as a
result of that change and position himself to move
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forward. A good business leader must have the
courage to stand alone, even though it may be an
uncomfortable position.

2. He must provide quality and service: customer and
team service and satisfaction should be a Network
leader’s number one priority. Customer satisfaction
can make or break a Business. As a leader, you must
be innovative. Establish reputation for a level of
service unrivalled by your competition.

3. Work. Work. Work. – A good Network business
leader must be determined and ready to work very
hard to achieve success. Not a single day should
escape the leader without making progress on his
goals. It’s a lifetime commitment, a choice you have
to make to reach the top.

4. Financial Education is critical for a leader’s long-
term success in the business world. Equally
important is the need for continuous learning. At
some point, your formal classroom education will
end but learning never does. Change is constant and
coming more rapidly than ever before. You will
greatly improve your chances for success if you are
continually learning new skills and new ways to
evaluate and improve your job.

5. A good leader must continually challenge his or
herself. People can’t achieve their potentials if
they set easy goals. Nor can they achieve their full
potential if after having reached a goal; they stop
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and don’t establish a still higher goal. Great
accomplishments come when you stretch yourself.

6. As a good leader, you must learn to give of yourself
more than just in your career. Business success
can be very gratifying but it won’t make you
extremely happy if it exists in a vacuum. Family,
friends and a sense of community is what round us
out as individuals and what give our lives their
richest texture.

7. A good leader is never satisfied with what has been
achieved either by others or himself. This is called
personal goals or goals for your team. It is
important to always be thinking, “How can we
change things to do it better next time”

8. A good leader must always be learning new things,
learning new business applications, learning how to
use new technologies, learning new things about
people, learning new cultures, new skills and
learning from experiences. Learning is the reason a
good leader wakes up every morning. Without
continually leaning, it is hard to improve. But
learning is more fun.

9. A good leader always tries to be of service to
others. A good leader should always strive to do as
much as he or she can do not as little as he or she
can do. This should be the driving force of their
lives.

10. A good leader must live his life with the highest
integrity and ethical values- this will make him a
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credible and consistent leader. People will follow
leaders they trust and whom they know to be
honest, predictable and dependable.

11. A good leader must always believe the best in
people and look at the positive side of things. He
should believe in the world of abundance where
there is plenty for everyone. This leads to viewing
the world in a positive upbeat, healthy way.

12. A good leader must follow the golden rule- do unto
others what he would have them do to him. He
should try and live by this rule every day. It is not
always possible to predict how others will react or
feel, but a good leader must try to keep this rule.

13. A good leader must operate at all times with a
totally open mind and open door.

14. Though it is very important for a good leader to
have very strong social, political and cultural
convictions and beliefs, but some of the greatest
resources in business come from leaders who have
real off-the-wall ideas or approaches that are
distant from their contemporaries.

15. A good leader must always be ready to entertain
new and different ideas.

16. A good leader must practice an open-door policy
and aim at being ethical and recognize the needs of
the people he is dealing with to be profitable. A
leader cannot take care of just his bottom line. The
need of everyone he deals with is an important
integral part of successful leadership.
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17. A good leader must understand ‘low pay-big bonus’:
He must always make sure he negotiates a
compensation package which gives him a low salary
with the chance to earn a big annual performance
bonus. Leaders produce results not promises,
leaders think of long-term, not weekly or monthly.
An intelligent compensation plan will help you focus
on what really counts.

18. Leaders always convince, they never tell. The idea
that a leader in business can “tell” someone else to
do something is a relic from the dark ages of
business. People only perform well when they
believe in what they are doing. The job of a good
leader is to convince people that his ideas and
proposals are good ones. If a leader is unable to
convince people, there are two possible reasons.
Perhaps, the leader is wrong – his idea is actually a
bad one or perhaps he has done a poor job of
communicating his idea. In either case, the problem
is the leaders and he should fix it not resort to
telling people what they have to do or looking at
others as the sources of their problems.

19. Hold mutually contradictory thoughts
simultaneously – You never see the world more
clearly than when you are seeing it through two
completely differently sets of eyes at the same
time. Learn to contemplate the impossible and you
will learn to do the impossible.
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20. A good leader should never let being smart
yesterday get in the way of being smarter today.
He should seek to learn something tomorrow which
invalidates most of what he believes to be true
today.

21. A good leader should be diligent day in\ day out in
executing the basics of his job. This will lead to a
leader’s future promotions.

22. Be flexible – Flexibility allows a person to handle
abrupt changes in work requirements with an even
temperament. People who are open to changes
generally will find their jobs more rewarding as
variety helps keep their interest level high.

23. Speak your mind (diplomatically, of course!) – Most
employees enjoy somebody who is willing to speak
up in regard to the things that are relevant to the
company’s success. Someone who is straightforward
is always valued, assuming they can present opinions
in a diplomatic and pervasive manner.

24. A good leader must know that to be at the top; he
should choose a societal problem worth solving and
surround the problem with good people. Critical to
his progress would be the ability of these good
people to invent ways out of short-term problems.
This invention requires the will to think. It is the
duty of this leader to design good experiments,
take good data and listen. They have to listen to
each other, to listen to the data and to listen to
the people who are willing to think about their
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problems. A good leader should therefore strive to
contribute to the solutions of a worthy problem and
to do better job tomorrow than I am doing today.

25. A good leader should be able to learn just as much
if not more from bad experience as from a good
one. The disasters in your personal life, your family
or your school will pass. When the scars heal, you
can be a stronger, smarter person because of them.

26. A good leader should know that the better he can
write, read and reason, the more successful he will
be. Stick with writing, language, science and
mathematics courses as long as you can. Once you
can think, you can learn anything.

27. A good leader has to see what need to be done and
do it. Does someone need help pitch in, is the floor
dirty sweep it. And on a larger scale, what does the
society needs are poor people hungry help make it
cheaper. Is there much garbage, find a bug that
eats plastic. The world is always filled with
opportunities to do well and there is no better way
to succeed for yourself than by doing good to
others. Don’t become the country’s ten-millionth
stockbroker. Become the world’s first creator of a
new kind of housing or the one-hundredth
environmentally sound paper manufacturer. If you
are doing something important, the sooner you do
it, the better for you and the society.

28. A good leader should have confidence and believe in
himself even in bad times; especially in the bad
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times. If you look around yourself, grow some
dreams, and then work at them, you are going to
succeed.

29. A good leader should know that it takes distinct
and different personalities to engage in the start–
up of a business venture and to bring the business
to maturity.

30. A good leader should strive to become an
entrepreneur. Entrepreneurs are visionaries who
are willing to put their money, time and effort
where their ideas are. They start with an idea and
nurture it to adulthood. Most entrepreneurs have
the skills and temperament required to manage
their companies to maturity unlike professional
managers who are better equipped to handle the
job. Entrepreneurs don’t pay enough attention to
details, and are not clear about responsibilities and
don’t hold people accountable. They act out the list
of 1,001 business basic errors making the same
needless redundant energy driving mistakes. The
biggest mistake many of them make is in failing to
recognize earlier on that they would never make
the transition from the entrepreneur to the
manager. Most managers with MBAs have self-
discipline, objectivity, hand information and world
facts. They have usually been educated in a
corporate environment. In order for one to become
a true leader one must first understand the basic
difference between these two necessary types of
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individuals. Entrepreneurs have a role to play. In
making their mistakes they wind up creating the
kind of companies that manager live to buy or run.
Managers are too focused, disciplined and number
oriented to create themselves these kinds of
opportunities. Entrepreneurs are borne but
managers are educated. Each needs the other to
start and grow a business. Most importantly, you
must sooner or later understand which one you are
in order to become fully successful and satisfied
with your self. If you are a leader, use the skills to
build a formidable Network business.

31. Every good leader should adopt the philosophy- if
it’s worth having; it’s worth fighting for. You
fight successfully in the business world by
possessing a clear vision, a strong sense of self-
identity, limitless dedication, enormous reserve of
determination and a positive attitude. These are
the key ingredients of the most successful leaders.
In that regard, one must understand that
businesses and people are not weeds. They both
need nurturing and caring in order to grow.
Businesses need leaders with vision, leaders who
can dream and inspire others.

32. A good leader must know that one can’t lead
without a vision. Visions however aren’t achieved
overnight nor do they develop apart from a
relationship with people and ideas. Good business
success and continual development is firmly rooted
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in attaining visions, nurturing relationships with
people and creating new opportunities. Business
leadership is not developed overnight. Nobody can
boast to have completed the metamorphosis as a
‘total leader’. We are all at different levels in the
process of growing and developing in the areas of:
• Fine-tuning our management skills, which allow

us to nurture others (downlines) in our
business pursuit.

• Learning to frame problems and issues, thus
separating out the important elements.

• Refining listening skills, which allow us to
direct our business activities as well as the
activities of others.

• Developing an internal barometer that helps us
gauge the sensitivity level of those we lead.

33. A good leader must make his visions concrete and
abstract. - His personal abstract vision should be
often discussed with business associates, even
friends and family. As these abstract visions are
discussed, the leader would be brought back to
reality and concrete visions. His concrete visions
are those, which will allow him to lead as he
completes a self-analysis of leadership potential
for the future. He should contemplate his ability to
dream and consider his ability to always be in the
state of becoming outstanding, for it’s worth having
and worth fighting for.
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34. A good leader must know that ‘matter of
leadership’ will be a subject which he will reflect
upon throughout his professional career.

35. A good leader must be able to apply effectively the
4 C’s of leadership – commitment, creativity,
charisma and character. Let me elaborate;
• Commitment: Tenacity, courage and risk would

be terms falling into this category. People do
not follow uncommitted leaders. Commitment
can be displayed in a full range of matters to
include the work hours you choose to maintain,
how you work to improve your abilities or what
you do for your fellow workers as personal
sacrifice.

• Creativity: I define this as seeing the future
and how to get there in advance of others.
Leaders must constantly be involved in moving
organizations from point A to point B, if the
organization is to maintain its competitiveness
and vibrancy. Leadership minus creativity is
equal to manager. And managers are not the
best Network marketers.

• Charisma: Can you laugh, have fun, and inspire
others to enjoy themselves, get others to
follow your direction because they ‘believe’ and
not because you are their upline or boss? Are
you a ‘class act’? Then you are charismatic and
ripe to make millions in Network business.
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• Character- what are the most important
personal principles that you live by- Honesty,
charity, thoughtfulness, sharing, making a
difference. Are you self-examining? How do
you react to an unanticipated emergency? As
you look back, how have you improved yourself
in this regard? Character is indispensable to
your success in business.

36. A good leader in business must have a strict
combination of these 4 factors that will distinguish
him in the business community. They are:
hardworking, creativity, quality and business ethics.
There is no substitute for these combinations for
business success.
• Hard working means working hard and smart.

As true as it may sound, there is no free lunch.
Many people sit around and wait for things to
happen; they wait for their ‘luck’ to change.
The successful go out and make their future
not wait for it to be handed to them.

• Quality is of critical importance: Your work
should be the best product you are capable of
producing. If your name goes on it, then it
should be of the highest quality.

• Creativity goes right along with quality. The
world is full of obstacles. Those who allow a
barrier to stop them won’t become future
business leaders. When you encounter a
barrier you will not be alone. Those that are
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successful in finding ways to get through,
distinguish themselves from their peers.

• Be ethical. Let those who are unethical move
ahead of you. When the race is finished, most
assuredly, you will be at the head of the pack.

37. A good leader must know that the future that lies
ahead of him is filled with countless possibilities.
His challenge is to see them not as specific,
structural absolutes, but as untapped possibilities
that him, through his unique and special talents,
have yet to create as a leader. To believe in
yourself, your dream and your actions inspired by
positive belief, you must love both radical and
conservative knowledge and strong values.

38. A good leader must have sound belief in
possibilities within himself; there must be an innate
desire to accomplish a pictured vision. You may not
see it clearly but in moments of fantasy, you have
dreamt of yourself succeeding in some special
areas. Hold on to that vision. When you continue to
believe in possibilities, the realities become
stronger and more clearly focused.

39. Good leaders must learn to reject rejection: We all
deal with rejection, some more dramatically than
others. The important thing is to learn not to take
it personally. The world is full of negative thinkers,
anxious to tell you what and why you can’t
accomplish. You have the choice of holding on to
your dreams or succumbing to their negative
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thinking. Let go of past failures and rejections and
focus on positive experiences and influences, then,
you will be amazed how much more you will
accomplish.

40. Never stop learning and sharing your knowledge.
Whether it’s formal education, workshops,
seminars, and reading or shared knowledge from
others; never stop learning. Learning is a life-long
process; never let it end. And when you have
learned something that truly works, share it with
colleagues, team-mates and friends.

41. A good leader must write down his goals and value
each moment of achievement. Writing down goals
does not cast them in stone; it merely makes them
more tangible and gives them more life. It provides
a standard by which to measure achievements and
provide a road map to follow. When needed, change
the route, but never quit adding new destinations.
Value the achievements you make and reward
yourself for the small ones as well as big ones.

42. A good leader must value diversity and strive for
balance. He must understand that diverse thinking
expands and energizes his own thinking. As a
leader, you must value others and encourage them
to express opinions. This keeps you fresh and
flexible to change. And remember, all works and no
play, clogs your thinking and risks regrets. Take
time to nourish your mind, your body and your
spirit. And take time to live, for above all to truly
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lead and instil in others, we must first love and
believe in ourselves. Finally, know that you matter.
It is, knowing that you matter that will allow you to
lead others and truly inspire and make a
difference.

43. A good leader must be able to employ the four
wonderful D’s in his endeavours: - Dream, Desire,
Determination and Dementia.
a. Start with your dream. Everything starts with

an idea. Along with your idea, make the best
use of your own talents. Listen to what others
say your strengths are, and take careful
inventory of what you hear. If your dream is
to be in art, but you can’t draw a sick person,
maybe owning an art gallery should be your
goal. List your abilities and use them to their
fullest.

b. You must have desire to fulfil your dreams.
Start with a plan to reach your goals. You
cannot build a house without a blueprint and
you cannot build a business without business
plan. Invest in a good book on business plans
and do your homework well ahead of time. This
plan will help you lay the groundwork for all
future growth.

c. The plan will consist of several parts such as
market surveys, financial information, growth
potential and competition. It is a lot of work
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but if you have the desire to be a business
owner, it is part of the preparation.

d. Be determined to make your dream a reality.
There will be many obstacles in your way. But
mistakes are only mistakes when you do not
learn from them. If you cannot reach your goal
down one road, take another look and find an
alternative route. Do not be discouraged by
doubting individuals. It is tough being in
business for yourself, which is why there are
so few of us doing it successfully.

44. A good leader must know that being a visionary is
not enough. Rather, a future leader must be willing
to put his ideas into action, challenge old
assumptions and make changes to improve
performance. They also should create an
environment of trust, where business team-mates
can use their knowledge and skills to accomplish
their jobs. It is better to take risks and fail
occasionally than never take a chance at all.
Only by trying new ideas can leaders develop into
pacesetters of their industries.

45. Successful leaders must be good communicators-
this means not only accurately conveying ideas to
others, but also encouraging two-way
communication with employees and partners.
Partners with a voice in company’s decisions will
develop a sense of belonging and use their best
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efforts and ideas to accomplish the organization’s
goals

46. Perhaps the most important quality of effective
leadership is a strong sense of ethics or integrity.
Recent scandals in business and government
underscore the significance of honesty in
everything we do. Errors can cost organization
money and cause setbacks, but loss of reputation
through lack of integrity is the worst thing that
can happen to an organization or individual. As
leaders, our decisions and actions must be more
than just legal. We must avoid anything that even
appears to undermine the highest element
standards.

47. A good leader must know that ‘in life, you are
who you pretend to be’. As a student the opposite
is true. When you entered school, if you had a
tendency to be shy, sensitive, funny or a “brain” you
were branded. The outside world is different. You
meet new people everyday that will believe what
you tell them about yourself. And you tell them by
the way you dress, from the way you walk and the
way you talk as much as by what you say.

48. A good leader must know that those who know
where they are going get there first. If you can
‘set long term goals, set short range one’s and then
write down how you are going to achieve each (yes,
write it down), you are on the pathway to success.
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You don’t have to show this to anyone, but you have
to look it over periodically and make changes.

49. A good leader must know that: Everyone is in sales
whether you like it or not, you always have to sell
yourself and your ideas if nothing else. So, you
might as well get good at it if you are hoping for a
good business life. The secret is to put yourself in
the customer’s position.

50. A good leader must know that: real leaders build
leadership in others. Less is more in management as
well as architecture. As a team leader, you should
define the problem, get everyone to agree with this
definition, and then allow the team the freedom to
develop solutions.

51. Two very important things a leader must know are:
the proper time of the year for the white shoes
and which way the pleats go in a formal
cummerbund (but sometimes you have to learn on
your own)

52. A good leader must know that leaders are
necessary to keep our society eminent not only on
the objectives of programs, but to keep us focused
on our basic humanity. We all tend to get lost in our
individual and institutional goals, and we tend to
forget about what makes us human, those goals we
share with all other human beings.

53. A leader cares most about the things that everyone
needs. Food, shelter, safe homes and streets, a
sense of community and a sense of dignity.
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Whenever you loose any of these bases, all the
others are diminished in some way.

54. While a leader should be focused on human values
and needs, he or she should also never stop
learning. People who constantly strive to learn are
prepared for a change, and change is the only
constant of our age.

55. Whatever the immediate situation, the world needs
leaders who can adapt to changing conditions. Ever
more so, we need leaders who can anticipate
change. Aside from constantly learning, leaders
anticipate change by listening carefully and by
remembering that society is a complex structure of
interrelated parts.

56. ‘The principle of enlightened self-interest’ is the
best way to leave a consistency while ensuring the
integrity of the overall society. In essence,
leadership is a function of obligation. As president
F. Kennedy said, ‘for those whom much is given,
much is required,” he also added ‘that leaders are
men and women of dedication “ with an honour
mortgaged to no single individual or group and
comprising no private obligation or aim but devoted
surely to serving the public good and the national
interest’.

57. A good leader must value his listening and reading
time at roughly ten times his talking time. This will
ensure that he is on the course of continuous
learning and self-improvement.
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58. Whenever a good leader encounters conventional
wisdom, he should question it. The most powerful
word in his dictionary should be ‘why’. This will
identify the opportunities for him.

59. A good leader must make his word his bond, and his
ethics his most valuable possession, without
compromise. This is most important, because it will
ensure that he has many allies helping him over the
rough spots.

60. A good leader must always welcome change.
Nothing is going to stay the same, so control your
life by having a strong, positive attitude about
change. Your attitude about life and change will
determine your ability to lead.

61. Treat people with respect and deal with integrity.
Human relations and the ability of people to trust
and count on you will affect your ability to be a
good leader. Leadership means working with people
to accomplish a goal. Understanding that respect
for the individual is always a key element of any
interaction is critical. Be direct, be open, do what
you say you are going to do, and always treat people
with dignity. There are many bright, creative
individuals in business today who cannot lead due to
poor people skills.

62. A good leader must know that he is only limited by
what he thinks he can do.

63. A good leader must know that “the more things
change the more they remain the same.”
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64. As a good leader you must strive to excel your own
expectations of yourself.

65. You must set long-term priorities and realistic
goals. In other words, plan, plan, and plan! Before
entering any project, know what you want to
accomplish and outline the steps you will need to
take to get there. Start with an end in mind. It also
helps, if you outline your future plans in this
manner. Ask yourself, where do I want to be in 5,
10, or 20 years? Remember; it’s a lot easier to
reach an unknown destination with a road map. Most
importantly, set ambitious but realistic goals.

66. Keep your fingers on the pulse of information-stay
ahead of developments and market trends. Ask
customers what new services you can offer to make
their lives easier. Knowledge will help you be a true
leader rather than a follower.

67. Surround yourself with the best and the brightest.
In the beginning of your career, look for a mentor.
Many companies hire young talents and provide
hands on training. Take advantage of these
opportunities. It is not imperative that everybody
share the same ideas and beliefs; however, it is
important that your team share your hard work
ethic.

68. A good leader must follow these guiding principles.
• Set a firm goal for yourself in writing
• Do a step-by-step plan to accomplish the goals

(like climbing the stairs).
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• Execute the plan by accomplishing just one key
element at a time (bite the apple)

• Adjust or refine your plan, if need be, for
whatever time permit your plan calls for. Be
flexible.

69. Finally, if you don’t succeed the business world is
exciting, challenging, frustrating and full of agony
and ecstasy. But, given the right challenges and
opportunities, you can achieve a significant portion
of your life happiness and self-satisfaction beyond
your current expectation. Just don’t be afraid to
go for it.

70. A good leader must never consider success as a
contingent on how much money he earns. The
scoreboard should be personal happiness in his work
and the earnings are an indication of his
contribution. Put both together, and you have
reached the highly successful level.

71. A good leader should know that: always during his
career he should surround himself with the best-
qualified people and not be afraid to delegate
tasks. Must make certain his people are self-
motivated and willing to do their jobs without
someone constantly looking over their shoulders.
Never forget that total results are the goal to your
success.

72. A good leader must choose a path that uses his
talents to the fullest, one he finds rewarding and
makes the world a better place as well.
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73. A good leader must stay focused. He must define
where he wants to go and stay on track.
Concentrate on becoming a fine expert or champion
at one or two extracurricular activities, instead of
just being good at many. Develop a small circle of
close friends, instead of a large group of
acquaintances.

74. A good leader should never take himself too
seriously. This has two aspects. The first is making
sure you are having fun, that you laugh a lot. The
second is that you accept your failures and
setbacks. If your goals are ambitious, you are going
to fall short some of the time. It’s not the end of
the world. If you study great athletes, you learn
that they all have setbacks.

75. A good leader should seek adventure. He should
make sure he lives his life doing different things,
visiting different places, and meeting different
people. As he becomes more established in life, it
gets harder to seek adventure, but if he doesn’t, he
will find himself in a rut. This is what people used
to call “the rat race”. Seeking adventure and new
learning is the easiest way I know to avoid the trap
and keep yourself young at heart.

76. A good leader must take out time to think hard
about how he would define success- and then about
how he wants to achieve that success. His
definition of success no doubt will vary greatly
from that of his friends, parents, siblings, and
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teachers. I would suggest he defines what success
means to him personally and then apply his own ‘skill
set for success’ to achieve his goals.

77. A good leader must strive for balance. Keep a
balance in your life. Share your time with your
family and friends as well as your business
associates. Take time out for sports activities,
community involvement and spiritual matters.

78. A good leader must learn positive collaboration. He
should work with others to help them achieve their
own victories. He should share ownership with the
right people. He will spend many hours with these
colleagues, so he should select associates he really
enjoys working with. Allow successful colleagues to
share the equity in his mutual efforts.

79. A good leader must learn how to communicate. He
must communicate frequently with his colleagues
and customers. Pay particular attention to your
abilities to communicate both through written and
spoken word. He should take advantage of
educational opportunities to enhance these skills.
He must never depend on others to do his
communicating for him.

80. A good leader must be willing to take personal risks
for the attainment of a worthwhile vision. The fear
of embarrassment, failure or just making a simple
mistake has doomed many people to mediocrity.
Respectfully, question existing practices, methods
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and thinking. Progress will not result from being
satisfied with the status quo.

81. As a leader, you need to gather facts, and then
trust your instincts. While a fresh approach may
fail, that so-called failure may well leave new
solutions.

82. In the most critical situations. A confident leader
will make decisions based on his judgment. But an
effective leader also knows there are times to let
others pursue their own ideas, even if the leader
disagrees. You will be surprised how often good
people are right and you are wrong.

83. In our society, a leader can only lead, if others
follow. Conduct your personal and professional life
to set an example that good, talented people
admire and respect. Attracting talented,
empowered and highly motivated people who
respect you, and whom you respect is essential for
your success as a leader.

84. A good leader must be ready to “stuck his neck out”
a bit (all leaders do) for the sake of making a mark
that will have his name associated with it. He must
give each project his best effort, and good things
will happen.

85. A good leader must visualize very clearly the end
result he wishes to see. Once your end goal is clear,
map out a program of what you need to do in order
to get there. This is your “grand plan”.
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86. A good leader must be able to start and hire people
who can visualize his dream coming true to enact
different aspects of his plan, to make them a
reality.

87. Although it is good to have a general goal regarding
time, such as ‘I would like to earn my first million in
x number of years’ be careful not to put time
restraint on yourself which may be unrealistic. Re-
evaluate your goals regularly to stay on track and
keep them realistic. As you see accomplishments
and progress, acknowledge yourself and those who
work with you. And, most importantly remember
that life is not your end results; it is the journey
that takes you there.

88. A good leader must have a sincere, strong desire to
succeed and be willing to establish very high goals
for himself and practice the discipline that it takes
to accomplish them.

89. A good leader has to be an extremely good listener.
You learn a lot by listening to people both above
and below you, and learning is greatly enhanced by
closed ups.

90. A good leader must always be willing to hire people
who have the potential of ending up as better
operators than they are. Many people feel this will
crowd them out. Rather, it will keep them on strong
learning curve and push them to the top. People who
are not willing to do this will surround themselves
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with weak people and end up with a weak
organization.

91. A good leader is a person capable of uniting others
in pursuit of a goal. The goal may be as ordinary as
building a better mousetrap or as lofty as bringing
peace to Nigeria.

92. A good leader must have a record of achievements
and the ability to articulate them. This is what
gives leaders authority. The best leaders are often
the best listeners and the most open to new ideas.
They inspire trust because they are able to set
goals and see them through. Risk and responsibility
always go together. Without risk, there is no
progress. Without responsibilities, visions fade into
pipedreams.

93. Leadership is a combination of expertise, judgment
and persistence, and it is developed over a lifetime
of achievement.

94. If you wish to be a leader, you must set high
priorities for yourself. You begin by gathering all
the expertise and education you can. Finally, use
your talents in the service of other people. Those
who should lead must first learn to serve. That is,
the most profound lesson of all.

95. A leader must know that: how he uses information
will determine the success of his venture. The
challenge is up to him because this is information
age.
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96. A good leader must know that all the advice in the
world will never take the place of rolling up his
sleeves and working the basics.

97. As a good leader you must first know who you are:
what makes you tick, what excites you, are you a
manager or an implementer? Do you like details or
do you see the big picture? You must know yourself
intimately in order to know your strengths and
ADMIT your weaknesses. You will then be able to
seek help in those areas that are not your forte.

98. A good leader must have a vision. Vision is an adult
word for dreaming, and dreams are the stuff that
builds the regional pizza chains or the local gift
shop. Vision is the actualization and implementation
of your dreams.

99. As a good leader, you must believe and believe
passionately in yourself and your ideas. Never let
anyone dissuade you. Listen to advice on how to
improve your endeavour but not to the naysayer.

100. To a good leader, Perseverance, determination and
pure hard work must become his partners. And it
you are truly passionate about your ideas, this will
fuel the dogged determination necessary for
success.

101. A good leader must understand the concept of
failure, place failure in its proper perspective,
namely - a learning experience. Carole Hyatt wrote
a book, ‘When Smart People Fail’, the book
endorses that solid focus neutralizes failure and
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enables you, if you fail in your first venture to pick
yourself up and try again.

102. A good leader must know that success and
leadership are not synonymous, although many of
the same ingredients are necessary for both. One
can be successful and not necessarily a leader.

103. A good leader should strive for the sharpest
possible skills in writing and speaking so that his
leadership message is communicated clearly, quickly
and effectively. I know many highly educated
people who are not leaders because they cannot or
do not speak effectively and or correctly.

104. A good leader should respect everyone, but stand
in awe of no one. Question everything you hear,
read or see especially on T.V or in the newspaper,
until you have confirmed it for yourself. Always
examine both sides of an issue, story, proposal or
action no matter who expounds on it. I have met
some of the greatest names in Science, Business
and the Humanities. Some have wide-ranging
knowledge while others possess knowledge of more
specific nature, yet they expound views on
everything. Be willing to learn from people who may
appear to be at the lowest point on your social scale
as well as those who have reached the pinnacle.
Wisdom resides in many places.

105. Never speak just to hear your own voice, but be
willing to speak out rather than go along with the
crowd. If you are doubtful or in conflict in your own
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mind, others probably are also. A leader is the one
who speaks up.

106. A good leader must enjoy his work; develop the
ability to laugh at adversity; love his fellow humans,
for they are the key to a happy life.

107. A good leader must be intellectually honest. He
must be reality based. I mean he or she must face
issues head on and encourage others to do the
same.

108. A good leader must know that: asking for inputs is
the first step. Parents, teachers, and those who
motivate him will be honoured to share their
suggestions. Listen to their stories. They will tell
you about how they began. From their successes
and defeats you will learn valuable points which I
guarantee you will never forget.

109. A good leader must know that: he will make
mistakes, which at the end will help him grow. Don’t
be afraid of letting that happen. You have to take
chances and make decisions. The right ones will put
you ahead and give you confidence. Those that are
wrong will at least teach you and allow you to take
smaller steps toward your success.

110. A good leader must know that his people are his
most important assets. Treat them as family and
look for their good points. Be yourself; enjoy life
and what you do. The world is yours. Once you
decide you want to be a success, you will give
yourself permission to get on your challenging and
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enjoyable road. Take your time to think and learn.
Then take advantage of your resources and enjoy
your fist step towards successful endeavours.

111. A good leader must learn to always avoid greed. At
the root of all corporate failures is greed. Focus on
greed, and you will fail. Focus on success and with
average to slightly above average intelligence and a
willingness to make a good end and a desire to
succeed, you will.

112. A well-known book that deals with coping with life’s
difficulties begins with these words, ‘life is
difficult’. However, what I am suggesting is that
while it may be true that nothing worthwhile is ever
easy, you can have a lot of fun in the attainment of
set objective. So let’s all have some fun.

113. As you enter the commercial world, you will quickly
find that the number of leaders, like grades, follow
a bell curve. There are a very few high performing
A’s and score B’s. Most employees can be rated as
C’s followed by a few D’s who don’t make it past the
probational 60 or 90-day period. The problem is
that there are no semester grades to let you know
where you stand. They prefer to follow not lead.
This makes for an easier day-to-day life. The world
is full of ‘average’ individuals who perform their
jobs in ‘adequate’ fashion. Employees are constantly
on the look out for prospective leaders, the ‘A’
performers. What makes one an ‘A’ performer
rather than the average ‘get up’ … go to work … look
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at T.V…. go to bed ‘person’. You will be surprised to
find that, irrespective of your class standing, you
can become an ‘A’ performer. Such people are hard
to find but the formula for getting an ‘A’ is fairly
straightforward. Be confident in yourself and treat
your partners and employees, your fellow
employees, and your clients or customers the way
you would like to be treated.

114. A good leader in business must treat his co-
workers with respect and understanding.

115. A good leader in business must be able to sacrifice
early career earnings for the right long-range
opportunity.

116. A leader is not always the most gifted, not always
the most ambitious, not always the most creative,
and not always the most outspoken. A leader could
be someone like you.

A leader must be able to get the most out
of the people he leads. He must understand that
different people are motivated in different ways. A
good basketball coach for example knows when a
player needs encouragement to excel and when a
player needs a ‘kick in the pants’. The main
difference is that all players need encouragement
and only some need a ‘kick in the pants’.

117. A good leader must learn to give people space. A
task may not be done exactly the way that you
think is best but the result might surprise you. It
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might be better than your way. We can always
learn. Leaders must not control, they must guide.

118. Leaders set the ethical conduct for all those under
their team.

119. A good leader should make the following equation
part of his philosophy. Quality + Integrity
+empowerment = Take it personally, Do the right
thing.

120. A good leader should understand the difference
between a leader and a manager. A leader is one
whose vision, experience, savvy and personality
makes him confident that his decisions are well
devised. A manager is the person who will see to it
that these decisions are carried out to the smallest
detail.

121. A leader should know that: leadership is not a
Science; no formula can be concocted to assure it.
Leadership is an art. Like all artists, the leader
must have an ingrained desire, always to rise to the
top. You should accept offers for advancement and
challenge yourself to be the best that your new
position has ever had. Always be aware of
possibility of failure but never let it stifle your
urge to excel.

122. A good leader will always have those around him
who are better at particular tasks than he is. This
is the hallmark of leadership. Never be afraid to
hire or manage people who are better at certain
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jobs than you are. They can only make your
organization stronger.

123. A leader must be honourable. The respect that
leadership must have requires that one’s ethics be
without question. A leader not only requires that
one’s ethics be without question. A leader not only
stays above the line between rights and wrongs, he
stays well clear of ‘gravy area’. One of the perils of
being a leader is that you are always under
scrutiny. Those who follow you will consider the
ethics of every decision you make. And sometimes
without all the information needed to make such a
determination.

124. One of the keys to becoming a successful leader is
to recognize that you are not alone – to recognize
that you are part of a team, and that each member
of that team has his or her own unique talents and
insights that can be used to the benefits of the
entire organization.

125. A good leader should respect individuality and
promote diversity.

126. A good leader must be willing to pay his price for
success in blood, sweat and tears. This will help him
to deserve victory. You can start with a dream or
an idea or a goal, but before any of your hopes can
be realized, you truly must deserve your success.

127. If you look closely at all great organizations, all
great teams, all great people, the one common
denominator that runs through them is a second-
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to-none work ethic. When it comes to work ethic,
there can be no compromises for a good leader. Any
other promise of achievement is a fool’s gold.

128. A good leader must know that nothing meaningful
or lasting comes without working hard at it whether
it’s with his life or with people he’s trying to
influence.

129. A good leader should know that in close games,
when the pressure intensifies and the margin
between who wins and who loses become as thin as
an egg shell, all his hard work, all the long hours, all
the preparations will enable him come out on top.
Why? Because he deserves it.

130. A good leader must know if he wants to succeed, he
should outwork everybody in sight. Sweat the big
stuff. Go the extra mile. But whatever it takes, he
should put his heart and soul in everything he does.
This won’t happen unless he makes it happen.
Success is not a lucky break. It is not a divine
right. It is not an accident of birth. Success is a
choice.

131. A good leader must know that motivating people
would be the most important responsibility of his
career.

132. I learned that you could expect great things from
people who feel good about themselves. People with
good self-esteem can push themselves. They can
set long-term goals. They have dreams that
everyone expects to be fulfilled. People with high
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Self-esteem are risk takers but most importantly,
they are achievers.

- Whether you are a coach, employee, or co-worker,
it’s difficult to work with people with low self-
esteem because they tend to be emotionally fragile
and conditioned for failure.

133. People with great self-esteem will do great things.
They are the ones who make the big shots, the ones
who want the ball in the closing seconds when the
game is on the line and everything hangs in the
balance. They are the ones you want in the
workplace. They are the ones others count on to
boost results and productivity when the company
needs it most or who save an account in the warning
moments by making a successful last-ditch effort.
Greatness can never be achieved unless we feel
good about ourselves.

134. Every good leader must establish a great work
ethic, understand that he has to deserve success,
and use that discipline to improve his self-esteem.

135. A good leader must rise early, stay late, and work
on all facets of his life that need improving. He
certainly must pay his dues to achieve success.
Extraordinary self esteem produces extraordinary
things.

136. A good leader should follow this guide-establish
the work ethic, verbalize the goals, create the plan
of attack, follow the proven methods, and very soon
his self-esteem will start to rise as fast as Michael
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Jordan exploding the rim. Once you have created a
work ethic second to none, and you have learned to
motivate yourself, you look in the mirror and you
see someone different. And it has nothing to do
with appearance. You see someone of value.
Someone who is going to be more successful, who is
going to win.

137. A good leader must never doubt himself; he has to
maintain confidence that he is fulfilling the role he
stacked out for himself. His job is not to go out
there and do what everyone is doing but to go out
there and build a winner and not occupy his time
with critics or second guessers.

138. A good leader must know that to get what others
are not getting, he must be ready to do what
others are not doing.

139. A good leader must be a risk taker. He must be
willing to take chances, to put himself in the line, to
throw himself into the middle of activity. Even at
the cost of people questioning and doubting him.

140. When we set out to transform our lives, there
should be no time limit. We are looking for change
over the long haul, change that is going to be with
us for the rest of our lives. In order to make this
change, we must be aware of our strengths and
weaknesses because we all have them. The key is
not only knowing which ones are which but also
knowing how to manage them.
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141. A good leader should know that his job is to define
a role for himself that maximizes his strengths and
minimizes his weaknesses.

142. A good leader should know that we are living and
working in a world with a lot of people with
different talents and skills. He has to position
himself to be unique so that he can be the best in
his area of expertise. If he tries to be the best in
an area he is only mediocre, he will be setting
himself up for a self-esteem disaster. He will start
to believe that he is good at nothing. But if he
leverages the skills he already has, he can dominate
the market in that area. However, he must identify
his weaknesses and allow a certain amount of time
in his daily routine to turn these weaknesses into
future strengths.

143. A good leader must know that it’s never too late to
change. Age is not a criterion when it comes to
change. In fact, it might be just the opposite. The
older we get the more we must change. Change is
what keeps us from getting stale while remaining
innovative. Change is what keeps us young.

144. A good leader should know that he must deserve
self-esteem. Only when you have your plans of
attack, you become organized; have discipline in
your life that you have prepared to win- that’s
when you should start to give yourself some credit.
It’s counter-productive to boost some body’s self-
esteem when that person doesn’t deserve it.
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145. A good leader must know that everyone needs to be
valued.

146. A good leader must be able to differentiate
between talents and greatness. Talent is usually
very demonstratable and is an individual action, like
a soccer tracker that takes the ball, dribbles
everybody and scores. But greatness is when you
bring more to the table than just yourself. When
you go to the table with greatness, everybody eats
better not just you.

147. A good leader must be a motivator. He must enable
people to dream. Although the window of
opportunity may be open only a crack, getting
people to believe that it is indeed open is
important. He lets them know how difficult it’s
going to be. But also let them know that the
opportunity is there. Helping someone build that
dream is vital to maintaining his or her growth and
self-confidence.

148. A good leader must know that everyone has a need
for approval and direction. Everyone wants to be
recognized. He must learn to give people that
opportunity. Make them aware that they are going
to work harder than they ever imagined, help them
build that vision of accomplishment. What you have
created is not false, not an unrealistic hope.
There’s window there; and the more you work, the
wider that window opens. Once the leader has
created the self-esteem, he can start to create
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hope. By creating hope, he’s creating desire and
that’s what leads to achieving dreams.

149. A good leader must understand that everyone has
their own agenda that individual goals and dreams
exist among the collective dreams of the larger
group. Each individual in an organization is
motivated by something different. As a coach,
CEO, a teacher, parent, a manager, you must know
that knowledge of what drives each person is
imperative to his success as a motivator. How can
he do this? By research? If you are a boss or
upline, you should know as much about the people
under you as you can. What do they want? What
are they trying to accomplish? Not what you want.
What they want. You know what you want. The key
is what they want and how you can help them
achieve those goals. The more you know what drives
them, the more you know the buttons to push when
it comes to motivating them.

150. Any leader can cultivate greatness in his followers
if he sticks to his plan, is organized, and has enough
data available to know how to motivate each person.

151. A good leader must show that he truly cares about
people he is leading, that they are not just faceless
robots. You must do this without condensation, the
feeling that you are better than they are. If he
comes across this way, they will instantly tune out.
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152. A good leader must try to tell people why they are
doing something rather than having them do it
because he said so.

153. There are things a good leader should do to create
magic feelings as a leader. These things will get
people’s self-esteem where it needs to be to
deserve victory. They are:
- Help each person see himself as having a

significant role no matter what it might be.
Each person has to understand that he or she
is essential to the group’s success which is the
sum of all the parts that make up the whole.

- Create significance for the group, whether it’s
an organization, a team, or a company. Just
being a part of an organization is no longer
enough anymore. Each member must feel he or
she is a part of something important and not
just putting in time.

- Maintain positive reinforcement for the
effort people are giving. Always let them know
you are aware of it and how much you
appreciate it.

- Recognizes the people who get less attention
in the group because they are not in the
glamorous position-the secretaries in the
company, the substitutes on the team. Thank
them publicly for their selflessness to work,
and do it in front of their peers. That is their
share of the limelight.
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Never forget that it’s imperative to keep people
positive because those who are discontented have
the potential to infect others. And eventually that
negativity changes the dynamism of the entire
group.

154. Good leaders need dreams. They give him a vision
of a better future. They nourish his spirits; they
represent possibilities even when he is being
dragged down by reality. Dreams keep him going.
Most successful people were dreamers and ordinary
people who are not afraid to think big and dare to
be great. Dreamers are not content with being
merely mediocre because no one ever dreams of
being halfway.

155. A good leader should know that if he is not willing
to work hard and establish discipline in his life,
then all his dreams will be pipe dreams, little fights
of fancy, nothing more than adolescent fantasies
that are never going to come true.

156. A good leader must know that: in order to make
real steps towards fulfilling our ultimate, unselfish
dreams, we have to start with concrete objectives.

157. A good leader must know the difference between
goals and dreams. Dreams are where we want to
end up. Goals are how we get there. Dreams are our
vision of where we are after our struggle, the prize
at the end of the journey. Goals are the individual
steps we take to ultimately deserve victory. Our
victories are our master plan,’ they create an ideal
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to shoot for and represent a new life we want to
lead. Our goals are simply the means we are going
to use to get there. Goals are our day-to-day
blueprint that provides achievable targets for
incremental improvement.

158. You can have big dreams, but you must understand
that your long-term successes are a direct result
of what you can achieve everyday. A good leader
needs goal. Goals provide his daily routine. They
show him where to start and they establish his
priorities. Goals make him organized and create the
discipline in his life. Getting himself to establish
his goals is paramount, one of the key building
blocks in achieving success.

159. A good leader must know that goals come in
categories. There are goals we set to focus
behaviours. We want to change, and goals that are
established by working backwards from where we
want to end up in our dreams.

160. A good leader must know that postponing action is
only postponing achievement.

161. A good leader should know that long-term
achievement is the results of small victories we
accumulate everyday.

162. A good leader must know that he should think, act
like a winner at all times.

163. A good leader must know that he should have
integrity in both his personal convictions and the
quality of his products.
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164. A good leader must never lose sight of the
importance of his employees, his mentors and
advisers. He must surround himself with people
knowledgeable in areas he is not, so that he can
continue to learn and grow.

165. A good leader must understand that without
competent, conscientious partners and employees,
he cannot have a thriving business. The employees
need the leader for their career growth and
personal achievement and the leader needs them to
keep his customers satisfied and to provide
stability to his company.

166. A good leader must know that in all things, he must
be fair and consistent. And through all
disappointments, setbacks and problems, he must
sustain a good sense of humour and focus.

167. A good leader must know that to be a leader, he
must have followers. He cannot do it alone. He must
give those who work with him credit for the
successes. Avoid the habit of finding someone to
blame for every problem. It is irrelevant.

168. A good leader should know that leaders are role
models. He must be a good one.

169. A good leader must strive for courage,
consideration and compassion. Courage at its most
basic means the ability to make a decision and stick
with it. A good business leader will listen to the
reports and advice of peers, partners and
employees; he will make the decision felt to be
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right based on the available information, whether
or not such a decision is supported by the majority.
In an event where a prior decision is discovered to
be wrong, the leader should have the humility to
admit to the error and take appropriate action.
Consideration means treating people in the same
manner as you would like to be treated. When
people are treated with respect, they will return
that respect. A good business leader realizes that
the company is dependent upon the efforts of all
employees. The business leader will acknowledge
such efforts not just through superior
compensation but also through kind words and
personal attention. The door to the business
leader’s office remains open so that employees can
feel free to enter and express their concerns.
When a leader shows considerations, employees
feel they are part of a team and will work harder
to support their team. Compassion means lending a
hand to those that are less fortunate. The
corporate organization is a powerful tool for
bringing people and resources together; much good
can be done by it. A good leader will utilize these
resources to make a product or sell a service that
meets the needs of the company’s customer.

170. A good leader must not be afraid to make mistake,
only careful not to repeat them.

171. A good leader must accept the responsibility of
being the best he can. He must know that his most
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important asset is his integrity. He must be
prepared to have it challenged repeatedly but know
that he must not compromise. His intelligence and
knowledge will serve him well; but he must never
stop learning, never stop challenging his own
horizons. What is difficult today must become his
priority for study so he will know more next week
or next month.

172. A good leader must know that successful business
leaders aren’t born. Working hard everyday makes
them. Listening to customers and employees and
delivering on promises made. A good business
leader must have belief in divine passion. A belief in
divine passion is most essential since the belief
governs all other actions necessarily to attain the
favourable result. The business morality, the
treatments of employees, the sharing of the
company’s financial success are but a few of a
responsible leader’s obligations.

173. A good leader must learn to hire or recruit attitude
and train for skill. The most talented person will
destroy a business if there is an attitude problem,
and fellow employees are the first to know it.

174. A good leader must learn to encourage independent
thinking. In hiring or recruiting, it is essential to
hire and promote individuals who demonstrate
independent thinking within the context of the
organization’s shared goals.
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175. A good leader must learn to manage his business as
a partnership. He must not think of his company as
“my business” but as “our business”. By that, I mean
the business that is comprised of both customers
and employees.

176. A good leader must know that with hard work and
determination, anything can be accomplished.

177. A good leader should imbibe the following formula
in himself:

ACTIVITY + ATTITUDE + TECHNIQUE = SUCESS.
• Activity – in sales, activity is ‘how often’ you

are in front of a prospect. Even if your ‘sales
presentation’ or other activities that your
work involves is not exceptional, if you have
lots of activities, there is a high probability
that your results will be above average. It is
called ‘work’

• Attitude – Develop a strong positive attitude.
Be enthusiastic about your work, your mission
and your company. Enthusiasm is a more
important asset than experience. Add
enthusiasm to lots of activity and you have a
powerful combination for making things
happen.

• Technique – Decide to be good at what you do.
Strive to be the most ‘effective person’ in
your department, group or company. If you are
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in sales, learn all you can about your products.
Have a carefully prepared, well-organized
presentation for each prospect you face.

• In summary, if you are a hard worker with lots
of activities performed with a strong positive
attitude along with technique that shows a
good knowledge of what you do, your success
will be assured.

178. A good leader must always do his best –be a winner,
you and your team must aim for the highest
possible quality in everything you do. You will need
to listen to constantly improve the way you do
things. You will make mistakes, and if you are a
good leader, you will learn from your mistakes and
keep getting better. A leader is more like a player-
coach than a boss. You lead by example. If you do
your best, the people in your team will respect you,
and they will want to do their best too.

179. With a new century in the horizon, the need to
manage change in an ever-more global economy will
be a principal challenge of tomorrow’s leaders.

180. Exceed expectations – in whatever jobs you
undertake, big or small, put yourself in the
positions of your customers and ask ‘will they be
convinced that they have received total quality and
absolute value from me? More compliance is
inadequate and good enough ‘is ever enough’.

181. A good leader should always try to say “yes”. Be
positive in terms of what you can do and being
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supportive of what others are trying to achieve.
This should mean extra effort but extra effort
should become second nature in the pursuit of
worthy goals. And in those cases where ”no” is the
appropriate answer; dignify the request by
explaining your rationale.

182. Lead by example – leadership involves the
formulation of a clean vision and strong principles.
Sell them to your people and personify them by
your example. In the process of creating a better
team, you will create a better leader.

183. Success is merely a stopover on your journey
towards perfection – a destination you never quite
reached. However, that’s o.k. Because it’s the
journey that’s the fun part, that’s exciting and that
keeps your creative juices flowing. It’s a kick, so
enjoy every minute of it. Good Night.
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